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,P..RE..F.ACE
This document was put together using the various
publications of CIMMYT and lecture material delivered by
CIMMYT staff and other resource people who participated in
our training workshops in the region and el,sewhere.
This is
one of the many documents which deals with the process of
on-Farm Research with Farming systems Perspective (OFR/FSP).
often it was brought to our notice by the trainees that they
did not find any single document which provides a
comprehensive coverage of the materials taught in our
workshops. This hand book has been produced as a basic
reference document for use by trainees who have completed
the training workshops. The current version is a
preliminary working draft.
It will be updated as we receive
reactions and comments from users.
We are also planning to
develop a series of supplementary materials which would
complement this manual.
These will be handed over to the
national trainers as training materials.
I would like to thank Drs. M. Collinson, A. Low, M. Rukuni,
J. Ransom and Prof. M. Blackie for their contribution and
useful comments. The materials in this manual are still
being developed and we would therefore appreciate comments,
criticism and suggestions from the users.

f . .__ ANANDAJAYAS.E.KERAM

Regional Training Officer
CIMMYT - Economics

November 1985
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.D.E..F..INI.TI.O.N.. . AND.. _.C.HARACT.E.RI..S..TICS
. ou.::.f.arID.. . .Re.s.e .a r..c h . . w.ith...f .a.rmi.og.. . S.y.s..t.e.ms.. . . P_.e .r.spec..t.iv..e . . . . (.. O.F..Rl.F.SP.. J
..D.efini..t..i.Q.o
A set of Agricultural Research Procedures conducted in
farmers fields with the participation of the farmers, to
develop relevant near term technologies/recommendations
(which solve priority problems) for an identified group of
farmers.
The process recognizes the fact that an understanding of the
production process and decision behaviour in traditional
agriculture is crucial in determining the true relevance,
practicability and potential success of any innovation .
Emphasis is given to building-on indigenous farmer knowledge
and other information .
.C.h.a r..a .c.t . e.l~.i.s . t..ic.s _.. Q.f ... . .Q.F..Rlf.S.P
1.

It is conceptually based on a Farming Systems
perspective i.e. deals with the whole production
systems.

2.

It aims to generate technology to increase resource
productivity for an identified group of farmers
especially in the short term.

3.

It explicitly integrates socio-economic and biological
circumstances of the farmers in developing the
technology.
Diverse objectives of the farmers are
incorporated.

4.

It is farmer based and a close researcher-extension
farmer interaction is considered to be indispensable .

5.

It quickly begins to focus on a few major problems
(leverage points in the system) even while a broader
system perspective is maintained.

6.

It is complementary to on-station research and depend s
heavily on station based research results.

7.

It is multidisciplinary.

8.

It is site specific.

9.

It is cost effective and focuses on well-defined target
group, thus heterogeneity among farmers is given
explicit recognition.

11.

It strengthens Research <----- >Ex tension<----- >Farmer
linkage.
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On-Farm Research procedure (OFR/FSP) is thus :
. Client driven
Problem oriented
Multidisciplinary
OFR does not necessarily mean that all research activities
are solely carried out in the farmers field only. OFR
includes surveys and experimentation.
Depending on the
available technical information and representativeness of
the station situation to farmers environment, experiments
could be either carried out on the station or in the farmers
field.
It is important to remember that technology could be
generated from the station as well as the farmers field .
.T.f!.rmiuQ.l .Q.9y....us.f!.d ....b.y....pr.a .c .ti.t..i .Que..rs :

Farming
Farming
Farming
On-Farm
OFR/FSP
On-Farm

Systems Research - FSR
Systems Research and Extension - FSR/E
systems Development - FSR/D or FSD
Research with Farming system Perspective 
Client oriented Research - OFCOR

In the last two cases on-fatm research is used as a vehicle
for developing relevant recommendation(s). The terminology
is not that important as long as the user defines what
he/she means by that term when he/she is using it.
On-Farm research like any other scientific research
procedure follows the same logical steps (problem
identification, development of hypothesis, hypothesis
testing, evaluation, accepting or rejecting hypothesis and
if necessary modifying the original hypothesis) and still
carried out on commodity basis.
The key differences are:
Research thrusts are derived from the clients i.e . from
the farmers through diagnostic activities.
The technology is tested under farmers own environment
before recommendations are made.
The systems interaction is given explicit consideration
in identifying problems, technical interventions and in
evaluating technologies.
The evaluation criteria used are consistent with the
ones used by farmers.
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The integrated research process is illustrated in figure 1.
By looking at the stages of OFR/FSP one could identify three
major phases:
1.

The Diagnosti.c.......Pbas.e (stage 1) - The major objective of
the diagnostic phase is to describe and understand the
current production system, identify the key farmer
problem and some preliminary ideas on how to help solve
these problems.
There" are 4 major steps involved in
this phase:
a)
b)
c)
d)

2.

Identification of Target group of farmers.
Collection, analysis, and interpretation of
background information i.e. farmer circumstances.
Exploratory or informal survey.
Formal or verification survey/quantification
survey.

.on...F..arm . . Exp.e .ri.men.tatio.u.p.hase ( stage 2, 3 , 4) - Deals
with planning, implementation, management, evaluation
and interpretation of on-farm experiments.
It is important to note that experiments both on
station and on-farm could be carried out with different
objectives.
Experiments could be carried out to define the
problems.
Experiments could be carried out to establish the
causes of the problems.
Experiments could be carried out to generate
quantified technical information for planners and
policy makers.
Experiments could be carried out to fine tune
available technology to make recommendations.

3.

Ext.ens.i .on.. .p..h.as .e (S tag e 5) - de a I s wit h the wid e r
dissemination of the identified
technology/technological components; widely and rapidly
as possible.

This set of lectures deals with the diagnostic phase of
OFR/FSP.
Once completed, the diagnostic phase fulfills
several purposes:
1.

Provides a description of current farmer circumstances
and practices.

Policy
National goals,
input supply,
credit, markets
etc.

Identification of
policy issues

Choice of target
farmers and
research
priorities

1

~

t

Demonstrate improved
technologies to farmers
7. Wider dissemination of
the recommendation

6.

5. Modification

1
!
Recommendation

4. Assessment
Agronomic, statistical
and economic analysis ~
of experimental results
in order to derive
recommendations.

I

3. Experimentation
conduct experiments
to formulate improved
technologies under
.farmers condi t ion

~

2. Planning
Selection of priorities
for research and design~
of on-farm experiments

1

1. Diagnosis
Review of secondary data,
informal and formal
surveys.

On-Farm Research

stages of On-Farm Research

Identification
of problems
for station
research

New components
for on-farm
research
~

Develops and
screens new
technological
components

EJrn..e rtmen.t_al
...5.t.a.t.i..o.o

..
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2.

It identifies key enterprises and production practices
that provide opportunities for research.
It is
relatively easy to form a list of factors which limit
production but a real challenge is to identify the few
areas where research can lead to innovations that will
increase productivity, reduce risk or increase system
intensity.

3.

Enable one to understand the nature of the constraints
which cause the problems that have been identified so
that technologies could be tested which are compatible
with FS.
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.RO'LE......OL.Of.R/.f.S.P... ...IU.. . RE.S.E.ARC.H.....AND.. ._.D.EVE.LOP.MEUT

1.

Identifies which recommendation from past technical
component research is most relevant to local farmers
present needs, and if necessary, adapting it to fit
their particular circumstances.

2.

Feeds back unsolved technical problems to commodity and
disciplinary researchers thereby providing a mechanism
for setting priorities for on-station research based on
observed farmer needs.

3.

Identifies extension needs and problems enabling
extension to scrutinize the relevance and priorities of
their work.

4.

Link farmers, researchers and extension workers in the
final development of technology in local on-farm
situations.
It provides an empirical test for the
technology under the farmers environment; the farmers
contribute to the specification of design parameters
(technical, managerial and economic) and both farmers
and extension staff are involved in the evaluation.

5.

Provides guidelines for policy formulation by
identifying the non technical problems which might
hinder the adoption rate of the selected technology.

6.

Enables better planning (Development Planning) at the
sectoral and regional level.
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.NE.E.D.. _f.O.IL...O.f.RIF...s.P_.-ILT.E.C.HNQLO.G..Y_._.G.ENE.RATl.ON
. Why__.O.F.RI..F.SEJa... ._CJ.aini.n!J_p..Q D.ul..ari.ty?

1.

Shift in emphasis from cash crop orientation to food
crop orientation. The overall growth and development
of most developing countries (except oil-producing
countries) is dictated by the growth of the
agricultural sector.
Some of the salient features
worth noting are:
a)

Agriculture is still playing a predominant role in
the national economy.
(Food, GOP, Foreign
exchange, employment, raw materials supply, etc.)

b)

Food production is not keeping pace with the
population growth.

c)

The major proportion of the food is being produced
and consumed by the small farmers.
recognition that the surplus has to be generated
from this sector.
least understood 'sector in the food production
system.

d)

Most Agricultural Research Systems are cash crop
or commercial farmer oriented, because of
historical reason~.

In order to handle the ever increasing population growth and
demand for food, there is an urgent need to develop the
small farmer sector. Thus a shift in the emphasis in most
independent nations.
2.

There has been a general failure of the past research
and development efforts to attain the desired goals.
One could identify various reasons for this:
a)

Poor policies - prices, marketing, credit etc.

b)

Poor support services - marketing extension
services etc.

c)

Inappropriate technologies for farmers needs:
technology is the heart of development and
has had a top-down orientation (both
attitudes and institution)
Though considerable amount of success has been
accomplished through the traditional approach to
agricultural research, the productivity of the

8

limited research resources could be substantially
improved by overcoming the following weaknesses:
1.

Top down approach. Absence of .I..e..S..e..a r.cJ1.e x......:
..f.ar.m.er_link and .l.acJL.Q..L..l2.r.Qbl..eJIL.Qr..i.ent.at..i .Q.o.

2.

Predominance of higher crop yield as a
criterion or improvement rather than
maximizing family income after meeting
subsistence requirements. The farmers are
interested in improving the ...l..e.y..e.l...and
.r.el.i.a.b.il..i.t.y 0 f _the.ir...-.i.n.c_o.m.e.s i a stab 1 e f 0 0 d
supply, eliminating labour peak, etc.

3.

Single commodity and single resource
orientation. Traditionally, commodity and
resource oriented research ignored the fact
th a t .f.arln.e.r.~.p-r.Qdu.c..e.....s.e.y..e.x.al......c.QI\UI1Q.di.t i"e,s an d
man age .s...e,.v_er.al_.. ,r.e.s,Q,ur..c..e.s._in..,. Q.n~...in.t,.e.g:r,at.e,d
. s.y..,S"t.e.m . Th i s ...o,f.t..e.il-..J..e..ad~._c.ompr,Q.mi,s.e.s"...iD
lnanag.e.m.ent, due to multiple objectives and
limited resources of the farmers.

4.

Gap between experimental and farmer
circumstances and management:

( i)

the ,. nat.ur.aL_.c.ir.c.ums.t.an.c..e.s that the farmer
faces are different from that of the
researcher. Cropping history, soil fertility
status equipment or power available for
operation are often different from the
situation in farmers' fields. It is
important to remember that the research
station sites are often unrepresentative.

(ii) Economic circumstances - available resources
may be limiting, the critical factor in small
scale farming is labour and timing of labour
application. The labour constraint as it
exists on small scale farm cannot be
reproduced on experiments conducted in the
station and very often ignored in technology
generation.
(iii) Nonexperimental variable - very often the
nonexperimental variables such as fertilizer
rates, weed control, plant population, etc.,
are set at high levels, at the research
station. Yield adjustments are often
required for the results obtained from
experimental station or these levels should
be adjusted when technology is taken to the
farmers' field.
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(iv)

Biological circumstances - weed infestation,
pest and diseases etc.

(v)

Management level - Generally researchers are
better managers than the farmers.

It is important to make sure that the researcher
should include the farmers' level as a treatment
comparison and should consider holding
.nonexperimental variables at the farmers level.
5.

The non-technical factors affecting adoption
namely risk, credit, marketing, training of
extension, and farmers institutional
mechanisms are often not taken into
consideration when giving recommendations.
Most recommendations currently made require a
much higher level of purchased inputs and
heavily rely upon institutional changes, in
areas such as credit and marketing.

6.

The traditional recommendation expects the
smallholders to modify their system to fit
the technology and vice versa.
It is
important to realize the fact that a gap
exists between experimental and farmer
situations. The traditional approach usually
fails to utilize information about the
farmer's own system and needs. The
traditional approach does not cause either
the researcher or the implementer to learn
about the complete environment in which the
small farmers are operating.

7.

prescriptive tradition and blanket
recommendation of the traditional approach.
The researchers select out the 'best' results
and prescribe these as 'improved management
recommendations' to the extension services to
'teach the farmers'.
It has meant a failure
to appreciate how farmers' circumstances
dictate what they can absorb by the way of
change.

Improper recommendations not only fail to be
effective but also result in the demoralisation of
extension services, poor motivation, slack
management~ etc, which are very difficult to
regain.
This also leads to the wastage of the
available scarce research resources.
d)

Adoption behaviour of the small farmer tends to be
stepwise.
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e)
3.

Dominance of the National priorities in planning
and policy formulation.

Small farmers operate a production system with:
a)

Multiple objectives:
sUbsistence objectives, i.e., provision of food
cash requirements to meet other basic needs
risk avoidance, i.e., maintaining stable food
supply
Social and cultural obligations
maximizing the total production of the system
security
consumption and production decisions
requirement for market and non-market goods

b)

Multiple enterprises:
Crops - food, cash, insurance crops: animal feed
Animals - for food, insurance, power source,
manure, cash, accumulation of wealth,
sociocultural ceremonies.
Trees Soil fertility, fodder, fuel wood, cash
Off-farm employment
These enterprises compete for the same limited
resources and have 'implications for the adoption
of new technology.

It was felt by the development practitioners that there is
an urgent need to:
1.

Reconcile the national priorities with the local
priorities. The local priorities are reflected in the
objectives and current production systems of the
farmers.

2.

Tailor the technologies to the needs and capabilities
of the local farmers.

3.

Change the attitude on the part of people and
institutions:
farmers are rational
the current system is evolved based on their
experiences.

The OFR/FSP provides a logical approach to accomplish these
objectives and hence the emphasis.
In many countries, this
has been facilitated by decentralized development efforts
and policies.
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OFR/FSP is systematically trying to handle these weaknesses:
Target grouping: site specific recommendation
Surveys:
identify and prioritize problems
provide the contents for OFE
OFE
provide an opportunity to test the
technology in their own environment
Farmer participation in evaluation.
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TRADITIONAL RESEARCH VS. OFR/FSP

Traditional Research
1. Approach

OFR/FSP

a) Reductionistic

Holistic where system inter
action is explicitly recognized

b) Single discipline or
crop orientt:d

Interdisciplinary. Objective is
the same as that of the farmer

2. Objective

Maximum exploitation of
biological potential

Varies and is complex depending
on the degree of markec orientatio
and multiple objectives of the
farmel· .

3. Selection
criteria

Maximum output per unit
of input: often land.
(contradicts the'
economic principle)

Whether he can better satisfy his
objectives from whichever n"source
is limiting his present activities
Appropriateness should be evaluate
in relation to farwers prioricies
his resource use pattern.
-

Biological feasibility
Economic viability
Risk
Systems compatibility
Objective & resource use pattern
SOCial acceptability

4. Research
priority

Often set by crop-wise
and discipline-wise
orientation. Mechanism
used in setting priori
ties may be difft:r~nt
from the farmers, and
may reflect researchers'
intarest.

Often derived from identified
farmer problems and priorities
provides a basis for evaluating
the relative importance of these
problems within the system and
to better considerations of
farmer priorities.

5. Experimental
methods

a) Contents: Determined
by the researcher

a) Dictated by the syst~m/
problems identified

b) Non experimental variables
b) Non experimental
set at the farmers levels
variables are often
set at 'optimum' levels
c) Design: often more
complex. Try to keep
variability managed

c) Dictated by the level vf
confidence that the
researcher has in the
technology. Usually simpler.
System variability both envi
ronmental and management is
sampled.

d) Management: completely d) Depend on the nature of the
researcher managed
trial.
e) Site: often research
station

e) Farmer's field/environment

f) plot size: smaller

f) Plot size: often larger,
depends on the nature of
the trial.

g) Minimum 2 per site, farms
g) Replicates: multi
could be used as rt:plicates.
replicate per location
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CHARACTERIS.T.ICS..... 'O.F.... .S.MAL.L.. . .FARMS./..FARME.RS

Complex objective function,

i.e., multiple objectives.

Smallholdings and low resource endowments.
Lack of capital and credit facilities.
Inadequate technologies or use of "traditional"
agricultural technologies.
Low use of purchased inputs
Low income level.
Multiple enterprises
Risk avoidance
Interest in the productivity of the whole system.
Polyculture or mixed cropping systems.
Use of heterogenous germ-plasm.
Possible use of minimum tillage (slash and burn system)
with fallows.
High illiteracy rates
Short life expectancy
Generally low living standards
Large family size

]

J Associated with farmer
]

]
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F.ARMIN.G......S.'i.S.T.EMS._...P..ERS.P..E.C.T.IV.E

The concept of Farming systems has been defined differently
by different people.
Collinson (1980) defines farming
systems as the way farmers satisfy their needs and
priorities with the resources at their disposal, in the
circumstances (natural and economic) in which they find
themselves.
CIn (Consortium for International Development)
guidelines define farming systems as complex arrangement of
soils, water resources, crops, livestock, implements,
labour, and other resources within an environmental setting
that is managed by a farmer; with the help of his or her
family in accordance with their capabilities, available
technologies, and preferences.
Andreon (1977) analyses the term by defining each word
separately. He defines a system as a set of components that
work together for the overall objectives of the whole
system. The systems approach then is the way of identifying
the components of the whole system and the environment in
which the system actually performs for the achievement of
the overall objectives. Therefore the farming systems
app~oach is simply a way of thinking about these total
systems and their components.
Kampen (1974) claims that the
farming system involves the entire complex of development,
management, and allocation of resources as well as all
decisions and activities which within an operational farm
unit or a combination of such units result in agricultural
production. The processing and marketing of the products
are also directly related to the system that produces them.
Norman (1980) concludes that a farming system 1 is the result
of a complex interaction of a number of interdependent
components.
A specific farming system arises from the
decisions taken by a small farmer or farming family with
respect to allocating different quantities and qualities of
land, labour, capital, and management to crop, livestock and
off-farm enterprises in a manner which, given the knowledge
that the household possesses, will maximize the attainments
of the family goal(s). The farming systems approach
therefore is holistic.
It examines the full range of
household activities, including livestock production, off
farm enterprises, domestic tasks, and the interactions among
them rather than studying only cropping activities within
the farm operation (Gilbert, Norman, and Winch 1980).
The
types of interactions are:

----------------------------------------------------.- -----
1A system can be defined conceptually as any set of elements
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Crop(s)

(---)

Crop(s)

Crop(s)

<---)

Livestock(s)

On-farm
activities

(---)

Off-farm
activities

Farm

(---)

Household

A farming system therefore refers to a collection of
distinct functional activities or enterprises such as crops,
livestock, processing, marketing, and investment.
These
enterprises interact in receiving resources and delivering
outputs to the prevailing environment (Schwemer 1981).
Environment in this context refer to rainfall, soil
characteristics, vegetation, population size, and
distribution, and social and economic infrastructure.
In
addition location-specific norms and planting capabilities,
risk and uncertainty playa role in farmers' decisions about
their FS (Zuckerman 1979).
One should note that although
there is considerable variation in the content given by
various writers to the notion 'Farming Systems' it evokes an
image of the complicated interrelated, dynamic decision
making problems that farmers actually face.
The components
involved in existing farming systems and their linkages are
represented in Figure 1.
It is important to realise that:
Families have variousobjec.tives with different
levels of priority.
Famil ies have 1 imi ted reS ,QJ.lr,ces to real ise these
objectives.
st.rat.egies are developed to manage resources to
achieve priority objectives.
Strategies often requireCQIDnr:om.i.s .es, so
objectives of lower priority may suffer because
resources are limited and everything cannot be
done in the best way.
The concept, "Farming System perspective" therefore implies
'seeing things from the farmers' view point.
It means that researchers should:
Be sensitive to farming systems interactions.
Understand how the farming systems operates.

-COMPOSITION, AGE
STRUCTURE
-PRIORITY OBJECTIVES
-DEMAND FOR FOOD
-SUPPLY OF LABOUR
-OFF FARM EMPLOYMENT

HOUSEHOLD

V

1\

.J.,
EXISTING FSP

PRODUCTION DECISION
OR
DECISION MAKING

JI'

FARMER
THE CENTRAL FIGURE

'.

~

~

~

~v

/;

COMMODITY MARKETS
FORMAL AND INFORMAL

INFRASTRUCTURE
TRANSPORT, CREDIT, ETC.

NATURAL FACTORS:
WEATHER, RAINFALL, CLIMATE,
SOIL & TOPOGRAPHY

TECHNOLOGY OR KNOW HOW

INSTITUTIONS & CROP
AUTHORITIES

POLITICAL CONSTRAINTS

COMPONENTS AND LINKAGES OF THE EXISTING SYSTEMS

CULTURAL BELIEVES
ATTITUDES
(SOCIAL & ANTHROPOLOGICAL)

RESOURCE ENDOWMENT
AND CONSTRAINTS

Figure 1

I

Ci'

Use this understanding in designing and evaluating
research activities .

.Impor.t..a n.c.e . . . Qf . . Sys..t.e.ms.. . . Pe.rsp.e .c.t . i .v.e . . .i.n . . Te..c hnol.ogy . .G.e u.e.r..a t..i .on
It is the perspective farmers use in managing
their farms.
It is the p~rspective farmers use in evaluating
new technology offered to them.
It is a perspective that OFR researchers use to
understand why farmers do what they do on their
farms.
It allows OF researchers to plan their experiments
and new technologies with the same perspective
that the farmers will use in evaluation.
It is not a perspective used in traditional
agricultural research where emphasis is on a
biological or technical perspective rarely
coincidental with that used by farmers.
OFR using a systems perspective allows OF research
to draw upon those component technologies derived
by specialist technical researchers that are
indetified as consistent with the systems
perspective of local farmers.
It acts as a bridge between technical research and
farmers.

Kiudsu.u o.f . .. inter..a c_t.ions. _in . .a u. .f . S
Interaction over space, e.g . from intercropping.
Interaction over time, e.g. carryover from one cycle
to another i.e. residual effect.
Interaction over time and space e.g. of relay cropping.
Competition for farmers'

resources e.g. labour or cash.

Interactions arising from risk, or farmers'
preferences.

food

Use .. Qf.. System . . I11.t e.r..a .c. t .iQu . inQFRl FSP
DIAGNOSES:
to identify trade offs and compromises in the
syst~m
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to understand the process of resource
allocation
PLANNING:

to identify indirect solutions to the
conceived problems
EVALUATION:

to identify the indirect costs dnd

benefit~.

H.oW.. _.dQ.....w.e......identi.f.Y...s.Yst.em....int.e.r.a.c.t.ions.. :
The best guide to identify system interactions in any given
system is the enterprise calender.

19

TARGET..GRQUPING ..QRRECOMMENDATION ..DOMAIN

Because of its farmer orientation and site-specific nature;
OFR must explicitely identify the farmers for whom the
research is intended.

Conceptually, a domain is a group of farmers who will adopt
the same recommendation given equal access to informatIon;
Deiluition:
Recommendation are
domain
or a group of farmers
whose circumstances
similar enough
so that the same recommendations are applicable.
In
practi~e domains include farmers with similar enterprise
pattern, production practices, similar opportunities for
development, similar resources, and for whom the same
research and development efforts are most likely to be
relevant.
Nee.dJQJ; .....ta rg e.t . gr 0 liP 1.11 g
Target grouping helps to avoid two equally unpalatable
alternatives.
a)

Defining a different experiment/recommendation for each
farmer, a methodology which is too expensive and nat
practicable; or

b)

Designing one experiment/one recommendation for the
whole farm population despite differences in
circumstances and farming practices (a methodology
which is irrelevant for many farmers).

Target grouping, in essence, is a way of stratifying the
whole farm population.
It is possible to divide a
heterogeneous population into subpopulations each of which
is more or less internally homogeneous, with respect t o
those factors that influence choice of alternative
technologies.
It is important to keep in mind that the concept is not
static but dynamic.
The characteristics of the same target
group can be refined or redefined as understanding of the
system improves or aE different technology option s a re
considered.
Not.e:

1.

The recommendation domain is a group of farmer s and not
a geographical area or land type .
Domains are c omposed
of farmers because farmers and not land types take
decisions on new technology; but land type is taken
into account in farmers' decision making proces s.

TARGET GROUPING

x
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X

X

TARGET AREA
X

X

X
X

X

X

HETEROGENEOUS
POPULATION

X

Relatively homogeneous sub population

Homogeneous with respect
to those factors under consideration

2.

Socio-economic criteria are taken into account when
defining domains in terms of groups of farmers.

In target group formation keep in mind:
Our basic objective is to group the farmers who use similar
production practices and who share similar opportunities for
improvement.
Therefore in defining target groups we should
note the following:
1.

There is no unique formula for identifying the
recommendation domain.
there are no predetermined
criteria for forming a domain.
The researcher should
identify the best stratification criteria.

2.

Heavy reliance on researchers'

3.

Both agroclimatic and socioeconomic variables are
equally important in target grouping.
One should
consider the following variables:
a)

judgement.

Agroclimatic variables:
i )

.Clim.a..te
Temperature
Frost incidence
Rainfall - intensity, distribution, duration
Risk of drought
Risk of flooding
Irrigation

ii )SQ.i I.s
Texture and structure (soil type)
Drainage
Slope
Depth
Nutrient supply capacity
PH
Salinity
Toxicity
organic matter content
iii ) Biology
Disease incidence
Pest incidence
Weed complex/incidence
crops grown and combinations
b)

Socioeconomic variables:
Farm size
Land tenure
Access to markets-purchase of inputs, sale of
crops
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Access to family labour/hired labour/shared labour
Access to credit
Access to cash
Power source and availability
Access to irrigation
Off-farm employment opportunities
Food preferences and diet
Community customs and obligations
Local institutional memberships.
However, there are some guidelines for forming
tentative domains/target groups.

1.

Available secondary data can assist in forming the
initial target group. Agroclimatic zoning and
administrative boundaries may be used as starting
pOints.

2.

One might also use a questionnaire to agricultural
administrators and extensionists at the lowest
administrative level to which these workers are
assigned.

3.

Farmers are usually grouped into relatively homogeneous
groups based on their existing farming systems.
There are three reasons ' for this grouping:

4.

a)

The farmers' existing system is a result of
interaction between their exogenous, natural,
economic, and cultural circumstances and their own
priorities and resource capabilities. Current FS
best reflects the balance of factors important in
identifying homogeneous group of farmers.

b)

Farmers operating a similar system often have the
same researchable problems and exploitable
development opportunities. The same new
technologies will be relevant to the group.

c)

The existing system is the starting point of
development.
One should build on to the good part
of the existing system instead of destroying it.

List those variables or factors that may possibly serve
as criteria for stratification.
state how these
variables affect the farmers' practice and
opportunities for its improvemerit. Select as
stratification criteria the one or two variables that
most strongly affect the current farmer practice and
opportunities for improvement.
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5.

As research opportunities and farmers' practices change
and as farmers' circumstances become better understood,
the need may arise to redefine the domain.
Assessment
of farmers' circumstances and formal and informal
surveys may assist in refining the domain formed.
Further subdivision of one domain into several others
can lead to an improved research focus.
Target Groups may be defined/determined by solution
problems under consideration/investigation.
Target Groups may be determined by specific selection
to a problem.
Sometimes target groups may be determined by the
analysis of the experimental data.
The same farmers may fall under two different target
groups depending on the problem under consideration .

.F..6.c.t .ors.. . . de..t .er.m.i.n.ing...t.h.e.....numh.e.L . .and . . .S i .z e.......o.f...... doma.ins
1.

Availability of research resources - more resources
means more and smaller domains.

2.

Target area heterogeneity/variability.
Greater the
heterogeneity means more and smaller domains.

3.

Desired recommendation precision: for a more precise
recommendation one needs a well-defined domain .

. Th.e.. . .s.e.le.c..t.i .ou.. . .of....t arge.t . .. .gr.oup_or....are.a....s..h.o.u ld :
1.

Attempt to be compatible with government needs and
priorities . Selecting areas and groups can be a
political decision.

2.

Give a fair chance of obtaining tangible results in
reasonable time.

3.

Be broad enough to spread the cost .

.T..ar.g.e.t .....A.l:..e a ...... v.s .T.arge.t.GrQllP
.:

-

In most of the national programs the teams are required to
work within a target area.
Once the area is defined, then
researchers should look at the available secondary
information about the area to decide whether it is possible
to identify the target groups within this area.
If the
information is not sufficient try to talk to the local
government and extension staff in the area.
Supplement this
information by visits to the area to make some visual
observation, and if possible talk to some local key
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TARGET AREA

Natural factors

4 vailable information
visits
Key Informants
..

Biological factors

Crops and cropping
system

Enterprise pattern

..

Socio-Economic factor

TENTATIVE TARGET GROUP
~

Informal survey

...

Formal surveyIMonitori

...

Experimentaion

RE DEFINE TARGET GROUP

:
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informants. This will enable the teams to identify a
'tentative domain' to begin the diagnostic process.
As the
diagnosis proceeds it is possible to get a clearer
understanding of the target groups. Very often one may
identify more than one target group within the same target
area.
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.f.ARMER....c.r RC.U.MS.TANC.E.S

Definition: Farmer circumstances - This term refers to all
factors that influence farmers' decisions.
It is the
situation in which farmers find themselves and have to
manage.
It is important to collect, analyze, and interpret the
available secondary information before collecting any
primary data to describe a system .

.Why... do.. . . w.e.. ...ne..e..d... ..to .kuo.w.....th.e .f arm.er.......c.ir..c..um.s..t . anc.e..s ?
1.

To identify the management challenges that farmers are
facing.
This is a key element in determining farmers'
management strategies.

A)

Chall.en.ge :
Str.a teg.ie.s :

unreliable rainfall
staggered planting
intercropping, e.g. maize/sorghum
multiple cropping, e.g.
maize/rice/cassava
growing insurance crops such as
cassava and sweet potato
early vs late varieties,
low-yielding but draught-resistant
varieties
mixed varieties, e.g. beans
low level or no purchased input
used
low plant population

B)

Challeng.e :
.S.trat.egi.es :

pest and disease incidence
crop rotation
adjusting time of planting
changing the crop itself
mixing varieties grown in the same
place at the same time

2.

To provide an initial understanding of the system

3.

Farmer circumstances not only determine the current
production technology but are also important in a
farmer's decisions concBrning technology change.
If a
change in technology conflicts with any of the
circumstances of farmers, that technology may be
rejected (system incompatibility).

4.

Information on farmer circumstances might reveal
important discrepancies between stated policy goals and
actual implementation:
a)

Late arrival of credit leading to untimely use of
inputs
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b)
5.

Late payments for crops acting as a disincentive
for production.

Defining or redefining "target group".

Farmer circumstances may be grouped into five categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Physical and Biological
Institutional
Infrastructure
Economics
Social and cultural settings

The various items considered under these individual
categories are given in Table 1. These factors can also be
classified either as internal or external circumstances
(Table 2).
External circumstances are those factors over
which the farmer has little or no control, e.g. policies,
institutions, infrastructures, etc.
Internal circumstances
are those factors over which the farmer has control e.g.
labour, food preferences, etc.

1.

N.a..t.ur..a l... . C.i.l~.c.um.s.t.an.c..e.s (P h y sic a 1 and b i 0 log i cal )

Impose biological constraints on crops and livestock thereby
influencing farmers' decisions .
a)

To define the farming environment in terms of:
production feasibility of a group of
particular crops
management patterns in relation to farming
operations

b)

Help delineate areas by defining environmental
variations:
useful in target grouping
useful in site selection and experimental
design

A)

Rainfall: Both total rainfall and distribution are
equally important.
The distribution patterns often
provide management challenges to the farmers.
Effects
of rainfall on the system:
a)

Agronomic-

i)
ii)
iii)

length of growing season
crops/livestock grown and combinations
amount of time spent on farm operations
- land, preparation, planting, weeding,
harvesting, etc.
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TABLE 1 FARMER CIRCUMSTANCES

a)

Nat.ur.al
Climate -

rainfall - (intensity duration and distribution) reliabilit~
soil - type, location, fertility status, texture, PH topogrc
- shape, altitude
- current farming systems

- animals
crops

types and number
types and acreag

pests and diseases
2.

~titutiQnal

Marketing and distribution mechanism
Tenure arrangements (could be social)
Credit programs
) Types of programme
Extension programmes) Number participating
Farmer organization - village councils
- cooperatives
- clubs

3.

.Infr.ut.r.u.c.t.U.I:e
Road net-work
Access ibil ity
Health and educational facilities

4 .E.c.on.QJIl~ci.r.cJ.lJlLS.t.a.nc.e

Population density
Settlement pattern
Crop statistics

average
- production

] relative importance of
] enterprise

Marketed product
Purchased inputs
Timely availability - products/inputs
Price fluctuations - products/inputs
Relative prices of the crops in the system
Land and labour - availability, source, Mode of Payment
Retail markets

Beliefs and attitude
Food preferences
Social obligations
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Table 2.
Various Circumstances Affecting Farmers' Choice of a'Crop Technology
ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCES
INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

Farmers' GoalsIncome, food preferences,
risk
Resource Constraints
Land, labor. capital

-Climate
Rainf all
Frosts

Institutions
Land Tenure
Credit
Extension

Markets
Product
Input

NATIONAL
POLICY

Time, Method.
Amount for Various
Practices

t
Biological
Pests
Diseases
Weeds

Soi/sITopography
Soillype
Slope

NATURAL CIRCUMSTANCES
---CirCumSl<lnCeS which are often major SOUlces of uncertainty for decision ·milking .
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iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
b)

pest and disease incidence
incidence of weeds - species
. crop spac ing
method used in crop husbandry, e.g.,
tillage methods
livestock feed quality and availability

Socioeconomic - circumstances
i)
ii)

variation introduces risk
affects input availability and marketing of
products

Analyze the rainfall data to:
1.
2.
3.
B)

Determine the variation- year to year, monthly
etc.
Determine the risk associated with variation
Determine the strategies followed to overcome risk
- both presently used and other possibilities.

..5.Q.i~~Land. __.t_
Q.P.Qgr..a.p.hY:

the soil type and topography
could influence the following:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

drainage/water retention/erosion
fertility
crops and cropping combinations
cultivation practices - tillage method
- timing, etc.

Soils and rainfall together can influence the
following:
i) wetting depth - moisture retention
ii) erosion
iii) loss of nitrogen
All these factors, either directly or indirectly, can
influence the production system and the practices followed
by farmers.
C)

.P.e.£.t..s.__and._D.i.s..e_a~te's: the incidence is often associated
with climatic factors. ~hey are important but the
farmer may at times be unable to name or identify them .

A)

..cQffilUunit.Y__..Q.rgan.i .zat.1Qn_and__'s..t ruc..t .ur.e: can
influence the resource use pattern and access to
services and inputs.
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B)

c)

..Lan.d.. . . t .e.nur.-e._..and.... ..s..e.t . t .l.e.m.e n.t . . . p..at.t..e.r .n s

a)

Different settlement patterns have different
implications for access to water and grazing.
Special crops, e.g., crops requiring
intensive care or crops playing an important
role in the local diet, are often located in
specific fields.

b)

Land ownership may influence farmers'
decision making process.
For example,
sharecropping is often a disincentive to
intensive management.

c)

Distribution of land among family members.

d)

Allocation of parcels for particular crops.

_c.r.e.d.i.t..-.£a.c .i.lit.i..e..s
Source (formal, informal, cost, and timely availability
are equally important and can influence farmers'
ability to:
a)
b)
c)

D)

use purchased inputs
use hired labour
Decide up selling/storage strategies

.Ext..e ns.i.o,n... . .s..erv.i.c..e.s
past efforts and impact on the system, attitude of
farmers towards extension
recommendations accepted and rejected, reasons
farmers' knowledge of the recommendations and
extension messages.

E)

.P..o li.cy
Government policies can influence decisions and
management practices used by the farmers:
pricing policies - both inputs and product
input distribution-supply of fertilizer,
pesticides, certified seed, etc.

3)

. Infr.a.s..t r.uc.t ur..a l.. . ..c. i r.c..um.st..an.ce.s. ... and.. . .1.ns...t..i .t . u ti.ons

The extent of a road network and conditions of these
roads during the wet season may influence the crops
grown/livestock reared. A poor road network and
unreliable distribution system will often force the
farmers to grow their own food and less perishable
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commodities, causing the low productivity of resources
employed.
4)

..E.c.QnQ.mi~..c..ir_c..um.s_t_a.nc...e..s

a)

Product markets

Information is needed on:
marketing channels
volume sold/purchased (both
inputs and products)
selling and buying
strategies
seasonal, annual variation
in prices
spread between consumer and
producer prices
government price support
local milling or processing
facilities
availability and reliability
of staple food

Market information improves the understanding of
what circumstances farmers face in producing more
for sale, buying for consumption, or using produce
on the farm
Trends highlight the changes in the current
production system (what is coming in and what is
going out). Trend~ are easier to reinforce than
to reverse.
b)

Labour and machinery:
Availability of labour. Source of alternative
employment opportunities: mode of payments;
availability of machinery and equipment;
maintenance or hiring services; etc. These
factors can influence the strategies adopted by
the farmers.

c)

Input market:
Availability, volume purchased, price, reliability
of supply price fluctuations, etc. These factors
can influence the decisions taken by farmers.

d)

Resource availability and use pattern:
One should
establish the magnitude and timing of cash and/or
labour constraints in the system as these two
factors will greatly influence strategies adopted
by the farmers in such things as: buying, selling,
choice, and timing of cultural practices, etc.
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Food consumption patterns and preferences can influence
the choice of variety, planting d~tes, resource
allocation at farm level, storage and marketing
strategies, etc.
The culture also to a certain extent
influences the attitude of farmers towards risk.
Natural, economic, arid institutional circumstances can
introduce risk in farming.
Farmers do follow definite
strategies to minimize risk .
..NQ.T.E

Once again it is important to realize .that farmers'
circumstances are not static. We may observe:
changes in socioeconomic circumstances - such as
price variation
changes in infrastructure - new road
changes in institutional circumstances - credit,
seed certification, etc, ' which can influence the
farming operation
For example, price variation and relative price changes
might lead to:
a)
b)
c)

changes in enterprise combination
changes in resource use pattern
changes in management practices
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Before conducting surveys, use recorded secondary
information (published or unpublished data collected for
some other purpose) to identify farmers' circumstances.
Often data on rainfall, soil types vegetation, population,
and prices are ~lready available in published reports.
In
using these . data one has to look for:
1

a)

Accuracy and reliability - should be checked by
comparing data from different secondary sources.

b)

Adequacy of the data, e.g., rainfall data (daily,
weekly, monthly, annual).

c)

Recent data: for socioeconomic information timely
data is important.
Recent information is more
suitable.
Secondary data on socioeconomic topics
that are more than five years old should be
verified.

One could look to the following sources for secondary
information.
1)

Weather reports -

individual station
national stations

2)

Topographic maps

3)

Soil maps (soil types) and aerial photographs (natural
vegetation)

4)

Census reports - population data

5)

Agricultural census and annual reports - production
data

6)

Market information reports

7)

Research reports; farm management survey reports

8)

personal communication with researchers and local
administrative personnel in the area
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.DATA._.GATHE.RI.N.G.....ME.THQD..5......F.QR....Q.FRL.F..6..f

The following methods could be gainfully employed in
generating the data needed for OFR:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
" 7.
8.
9•
10.
11.

Review of secondary information
Key informant surveys
Group Interview Techniques
Informal survey
Single visit verification (formal) survey
Multiple visit informal survey
Multiple visit formal survey
Technical monitoring
Case studies
Experiments
Participant observation

The method of data collection used in any OFR process is
determined by:
1.
2.
3.

purpose/objective
Use
Availability resources: money, hire, personnel,
equipment available, etc.

Invariably a combination of these methods is used in
generating the required information.
In any diagnostic work
there is usually a set of objectives which requires
combination of techniques.
Steps involved in ~lanning data
collection are:
determine purpose and the type of data' required
identify the best source of information for the
various types of data
determine the methods of data collection which
would produce these data cheapest in terms of:
time
personnel and
logistics required
Cen.s.u.s.~ . . . .

..s..ampl.e.....sur.y..eys_ . a nd_..Cases..t .udie.s

The objectives of the various approaches to data collection
are to describe characteristics features of target
populations and to determine the variability of major
parameters quantifying the farming system.
In principle, all three approaches support the objectives,
whereby
a census investigates
a survey investigates
a casestudy investigates

all. ..
some .. .
few ... .
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units of the total population i.e. all units of a particular
target group .

. c.ans.us :
A census in its attempt to completely cover an area involves
considerable administrative, logistical and financial
efforts.
It has its limitations in that only few variables
can be investigated; even then it can become very costly and
time consuming.
It is therefore done mainly for demographic
purposes on a national scale, and then only at large time
intervals (ten years).
For farming systems work, it may be applied to particular,
small sub-sets of a population, say all vegetable traders in
a target area, and investigate few, very specific aspects.
Such, it forms the base for further, more detailed survey
work .

..S.alItP.lfL..S.urv.e.Y :
The feature of a Sample Survey is that it investigates a
selection of units drawn from the basic population.
often,
this is done with the intention to achieve
representativeness and to draw conclusions on the
characteristics of the basic population. To accomplish
this, the. selection has to follow certain sampling
procedures which support statistical inference.
Sample surveys are suitable for both descriptive and
analytical purposes and range from quick studie~ on one
topic in one area to multi-purpose studies with multiple
visits over long periods. They are therefore adaptable to
many survey situations, allow more detailed and
differentiated investigations than a census and are
generally faster, cheaper and easier to organise.
Limitations of sample surveys (mainly as compared to a
census) relate mainly to the sampling procedures, basically
the definition of the sampling frame, the adequate sampling
method and an appropriate sampling size.

Case studies investigate few units of the population and may
serve several purposes:
during the pilot phase of an investigation,
selection of few representatives of a target area
- often not sufficient information is available to
talk about specific target groups - may give a
first impression on the various aspects of
farming.
The case study results form then a base
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to determine the scope and content of a more
detailed sample survey.
After secondary information and infOrmal surveys
have provided adequate information to stratify the
population and identify various target groups, few
representative cases, one to three, are selected
from each strata for detailed further
investigations.
Such case studies are
particularly useful to determine intentions and
attitudes of target groups and how these result in
behavioural patterns and actions.
as follow-ups of sample surveys, case studies can
investigate particular farming activities, where
sample surveys do not provide adequate results.
An example is determination of labour requirements
for farming activities.
The strength of case studies lies in the potential to obtain
a deep understanding, even in quantitative terms of the
mechanisms which drive a farming system, in particular of
the behavioural aspects.
The main problem with the case study approach is that of
generalizing the findings of the study. The question which
arises is how to generalize from a statement of a respondent
not randomly selected to valid characteristics of the whole
group.
If a population is completely homogeneous, one
representative will give i~formation valid for t~rest of
the population. Though this .is hypothetical, it is the
researchers' task to assess to what e~tent the
stratification of the investigation area leads to sub-groups
which come close to that homogeneity. This assessment can
help in determining the degree to which a case is "typical"
and "representative" for a target group.
The table below is an attempt to classify · these three
procedures according to various criteria:
Table 1.

Characteristics of Census surveys and Case studies

Procedure

Aspect
Census

survey

caseStudy

all
total
shallow
'::'igid
low

some

few
doubtful
detailed
open
complete

I

J

Coverage of population
Representativeness
Depth of investigation
Approach to investigation
Researcher Involvement
as investigator
Organisational requirement

high

---->
---->
---->
---->
---->

modest
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While a census may not be consid~red a widely applicable
method in farming systems investi,gations, sample surveys and
case studies are commonly used. The table below categorises
data collection requirements - according to Scale of enquiry,
Interview type, Observations and Frequency. Across, some
sort of various intensity levels have been defined.
A
combination of these criteria/classification groups gives
different scenarios which dictates the appropriate method of
data collection to be employed . Accordingly case studies
arB closely related to category A investigat~ons, which
sample surveys are typically represented by type C studies.
Table 2.

categorization of Investigation Techniques

Criteria

Case study --> ...... ....... --> Formal survey
A

1- Scale of
enquiry

Phenomenon of
interest rare
and clustered

B
Village or community level
specific site
or institution

C
Phenomenon of
interest widely
distributed
throughout area

2. Interview free-ranging
type
unstructured

Open ended ques- Closed and/or
tions, attitustructured
dina 1 studies
questionnaire

3 . Observations and
measurements

Accurate and
detailed

Simple counts
and measures

Multi-visit
over years

single visit

4.

Technical,
requiring
professional
skills

Frequency Continuous or
very frequent

Source: A Handbook on Monitoring and Evaluation of
Agricultural and Rural Development Projects, World Bank
November 1981, p. 54.

()

Quantification of yield
response to technological
alternatives

usually based on
interviews, sometimes
with field observation
a special problem

Includes observation of
farmers' fields and
practices, especially
bioloqical dimensions of
crop production

Usually only one visit to each farmer

Emphasis qualitative data, but with sufficient
quantitative measurements to prescreen technological
alternatives

5. Deqree of
observation

6. Frequency of
data
collection

7. Degree o~
quantification
of variables

Only subjective confidence
intervals possible.
Random sampling not used,
but efforts made to sample
variation

(1) Source: Byerlee, D., L. Harrington, D. Winkelmann.
strategy and Technology Design".

8. Estimation of
confidence
intervals on
variables or
hypotheses

selection of represen
tative farmers based on
verification survey.
Replication in and across
sites allows statistical
tests

Crop responses are directly
observed and measured

Exp~riments

designed by
multidisciplinary team,
but implemented by
agronomist

Researcher conduct and
observe experiments

Common experimental
designs

"Farming systems Research: Issues in Research

Random sample allows
formal statistical
tests

Multiple visits to observe
experiments and farmer
practices and conduct
informal farmer interviews

Questionnaire designed by
multidisciplinary team but
implemented by economist

Very high, with technical
and social scientist ,
working as a team

mul tidisci
plinary
cooperation

4. Extent of

.

Enumerators often
employed to conduct
interviews under researcher
field supervision

Researchers conduct inter
views and record and
analyze data

3. Researcher

field parti
cipation

structured questionnaire
used with specific
questions asked in a
given sequence

Relatively unstructured,
with questions formulated
specifically for each in
terview, depending on
accumulated information
and the particular farmers

2. Degree of
structure

Very small-includes two
to four priority factors
identified in the
farmer surveys

Small, focusing only on
variables determined in
the exploratory survey
to be important for
technology design

Initially very large, but
narrowing as the survey
proceeds and as accumu
lated data is analyzed
daily

1. Number of
Variables
included

QIt--:E:arm _Experiments

}leI ificat ion.......5_uIYey

Characteristic Type of Data Collection Technique(l)

Characteristics of Data Collection Technique Usually Employed by CIMHYT

ExP.l. o.r:ato ry-£ur..v:ey

Table 1.

W

\0
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..D_ef.i.ni.tiQD: Informal or exploratory survey*
A survey undertaken without a formal sampling procedure,
pre-tested questionnaire, and other means that permits
statistical analysis. Developed in response to felt needs.
a)
b)
c)

Needed to help the scientists to get acquinted with
farmers
Needed for rapidly obtaining agro-socio-economic
information to guide production teams in technology
generation
Needed for cost-effective survey procedure

If properly executed with minimum cost, this type of survey
can produce:
a)
b)
c)

1)
2)

A rich description of life in a farming community
An understanding of how farmers, local traders,
extension workers, and other perceive their condition
and make decisions
Can also give accurate comprehension of local farming
systems and ecology.

Observation of the farm and the farmers
Conversion with the farmers

During diagnostic survey generally ._tw.o .1 .e.Y.e.ls of information
are collected:
1)
2)

Information on general practices of farmers
Information on variation in the general practices in
order to understand why variation occurs
- could be used for redefining target group
- could also be used to identify technology

1)

To understand the local farming system: what? Why? How?

Priorities and decision criteria
Management strategies
Resource use pattern
Relative importance of enterprises
Attributes common to most of the farm population
Social and customary constraints to reallocation
of resources
Local terminology, unit of measurement, etc.
*Also known as reconnaissance survey
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2)

To identify production problems and constraints or
missed opportunities

3)

Based on management flexibilities and constraints to
identify new feasible technologies

4)

Provides the basic information required for the design
and execution of formal survey

5)

Information gathered will form the content for
subsequent on-farm experimentation.
- Definition of a problem --> experimental variable
surveys --> help to set the levels of non experimental
variable

.P..r:.Q.c.e.d.u.r:.e
The informal survey is the most crucial part in the
diagnostic phase. The process involves visits to the target
area by a team of scientists, at the minimum an agronomist
and an agricultural economist or social scientist .
Depending on the production system, a livestock production
specialist also could be included. The basic idea is to
understand the local farming system and decision making
criteria of the farmer.
An unstructured conversation
technique is used. However, usually guidelines are used to
assist the discussion.
The biological scientists try to identify the compromises in
farmers' management practices which underexploit the full
biological potential of the ent~rprise(s)/system (Figure 1).
The social scientist try to identify the reasons for
compromises. Together the scientists try to gain an
understanding of the system and begin to identify priority
problems and possible solutions. They discuss with farmers,
make notes, compare notes, identify information gaps, and
fill in the gaps identified by subsequent interviews ..
Farmer-researcher interaction continues until researchers
are confident that they thoroughly understand those aspects
of local farming from the guidelines. The researchers
jointly look for "New Improved Management Practices" that
better exploit the system's biological potential and at the
same time are consistent with the farmers' priorities and
objectives (Figure 2).

Fig 1 :
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Figure 2

Informal Survey Procedure.
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This is the stage at which one can get the best and most
useful interaction between the social and biological
scientists; between the sciientists and the farmer This
interaction should be an essential element of the informal
survey.
In carrying out an informal survey consideration
should be given to the following:

1)

. F.i.eld.. . W.Q.rlL..P.r..e,P...a r..a.t.i..Q.n
We do not use statistically selected samples.
It may
be dif£icult to arrange meetings but is important to
make sure that the farmers in fact belong to our target
group of interest. Make sure that the local
authorities are fully aware of your visit and farmers
are informed about your activities.

2 .T.he... chQ..i.c.e._Q.f . . f .ar.m.er.'s is critical to the process. Ask
screening questions to make sure that they are in the
target group.
If you use local extension staff to
identify the farmers, depending on the situation you
may have to exercise a greater care in interpreting the
information. Get off the main roads to get
representative farmers.
3.

AImr.o.ac..h
1)

Low profile - as much as possible

2)

Avoid oversized vehicles bearing official numbers

3)

Do not go in large numbers; two or three people
should be maximum

4)

Do not behave in a manner which might create
suspicion

5)

Be friendly and open,create a relaxed atmosphere

6)

Introduce yourself according to local customs.
Give your name and organisation

7)

Open your conversation with some general remarks.
Talk about weather, how the crops are doing, etc.

8)

Explain the purpose as -clearly as possible:
a)

to know how the farmer farms

b)

to talk to the farmer about the problems.
Give the impression that he/she is the expert
and you are learning about the farm
activities.
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9)

Mention how the farmer was selected

10)

Verify that the farmer is actually the manager of
the farm. As much as possible include the main
workers or other decision makers in the
discussion.

Location: Whenever possible interviews are carried out
in the farmer's field.
If not possible, tour
the farm first and then start the dialogue.
Duration of interview:

Duration of a single interview
vs duration of the survey
As long as the farmer is willing. Do not
extend more than 30-45 minutes unless the
farmer is in a talkative mood. Np need to
discuss everything listed in the guideline
with one farmer; can discuss sections of the
guideline.
If possible interview at times of
the day convenient to farmers.
do not
interfere with farm work. An informal survey
takes about two to three weeks to complete
depending on the size of the target area and
also its heterogeneity.

Time:
5•

When the crop is in the field (peak of the
vegetative stag~)

,.D.i,.a,lQ,g.ue
1)

Language: Always interview in farmer's native
language.
!f you are using a translator make sure
he/she is good.
Use plain understandable language
with the farmer.

2)

Emphasize interview and observation. Best to
begin by touring the entire farm, making
observations, baki~g up what the farmer says with
what you see.

3)

Keep you conversation op~n, informal, and
nonstructured yet oriented to the question
guidelines.
If you get useful information let
farmer's conversation stray.

4)

Maintain a flow of conversation - mix questions
with comments.

5)

Do not suggest answers or ask biased questions.
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6)

Avoid sensitive questions to start with.
when
farmers are cooperative and relaxed explore
sensitive issues.

7)

Do not promise anything that your team cannot
deliver.

8)

Camera is useful as:
a)
b)

9)

a research tool
winning his confidence for future work - send
him a free copy but know the local customs or
restrictions.

Field recording of information: Depends on the
situation (reaction in the ~rea, use of
translators) .
Best rule is to abstain from using pencils until
you feel that the situation is relaxed. Make sure
that you obtain permission before you start
writing.
Jot down major points only if you cannot
make notes when the conversation is in process.
Spend some time noting down the points before
approaching the next farmer.

6.

D.eR..a rt.ur.e
politely terminate your conversation and make sure that
you th~nk the farmer for his/her assistance.

7.

Re..cQ.rd.ing.....and.. ..E.Y..al..u.ati.QD
After each interview r~view your notes and allow
sufficient time for evaluation. At the end of each
day:
a)
b)
c)
d)

exchange interview experiences
write up the pertinp.nt information to sections of
the guidelines
evaluate technical possibilities; re-evaluate
target grouping
note gaps in the data

This iterative process (Figure 3) of researcher-farmer
interaction continues until the team is confident that they
have understood the production system fairly satisfactorily.
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Figure 3. Iterative Process
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The information collected from an informal survey could
be supplemented by:
'
a)

interviewing other , 'actors' in the production
system (market people, input suppliers, etc.)

b)

group interviews with farmer group

c)

key informant survey.

Crit.e.r .ia... _fo.r_...5.e.le.c.t.ing_.majQL_en..t.e.rpri..s.e..s
1)

Preference and objectives of the farmer

2)

Relative importance of alternative enterprises in the
system
Based on current resource allocation, i.e., land
and labour utilization
Number of farmers growing the crop(s)

3)

Research opportunities associated with the crop

4)

Specific mandate of the research institute conducting
on-farm research

N.e.e.d __.t o.._P.r1.o.r.i .t1.z.e... ..P.ro.b..lems
In any given production system one may identify a large
number of problems. Given the current circumstances many
research instituti6ns in many developing countries, it is
not possible to handle all bt these problems simultaneously.
There are three basic reasons for setting priorities:
1)

Limited research resources
Funds
Mobility (fuel and transport)
Trained manpower
Time

2)

All problems identified are not of the same level of
importance, based on

-

Farmers' objectives and preferences
Impact on the system (yield, cost, benefit,
etc. )
3)

Stepwise adoption behaviour of the farmers - Need to
establish the importance and impact of individual
components to identify the critical element(s) for
recommendation.
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Rank" ,P.rQb,lem,~L"t. Q""..,S.e .t".",Re,s,e"ar.c.,h......p..r,iQ,ri..t ,ie.s

The following criteria could be used to rank identified
problem areas:
1.

Problems important from the farmers' point of yiew.
Problems affecting the farmers most (impact)
problems affecting most farmers (number)

2.

Potential for improvement once the constraint has been
removed.

3.

The researchers' ability to solve the problems based on
available technology, i.e., the existence of apparently
feasible solution to the problem.
If the problem is
important from the farmers' point of view and no
technical information is available, then this will
receive high priority in on-station research activities
(in some cases even in on-farm experimentation).

4.

The frequency with which the problem occurs.

5.

The cost associated with the research, i.e., likely
cost of conducting the research program to solve the
problem.

6.

The flexibility of the farming system with regard to
this problem, i.e., the relative ease or difficulty of
removing the constraint/problem.

7.

The political acceptability.

The first five criteria are critical on many occasions and
the last two may play a minor role depending on the
circumstances. A matri could be formulated/constructed
using these criteria and a ranking of problems could be
completed.
The actual research opportunity arising from the existence
of a production problem is dictated by the causal factor of
the problem or system ~nteraction.
In defining the problem
it is important to distinguish the symptoms from causes.
The same problem may stem from a number of causes which will
determine the potential solutions. ' similarly, a system
interaction may enable one to identify an indirect research
op'portuni ty.
Q.ut.pJJ.,L fr..Qn1"..,. th,e_.. .i ,ni.QIm.a.L..,SJlr..y...e,y

Two written items are output from the informal survey.
are notes written up according to the guidelines and a
summary or overview of the systems encountered.

They

OJ

1)

.. .
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.

.Gui..d.e.l.i.n.es . NQ.tes
A set of notes should be produced against the
guidelines secti@ns and numbers.
Each note should be a
concensus from the group for the item with respect to
the target population.
In addition to the concensu~, a
note should be added on variations found among farmers
interviewed and one or two examples given with roughly
estimated numbers that the group feels were fairly
typical.

The system overview is designed to focus the OFR team
on the system, to make decisions about constraints in
the system, and to give initial indications of possible
research thrusts in relation to major constraints. A
table of contents for the overview is ~et out below.
No more than two pages need necessarily be written on
anyone section (A-E) ..
A)

Farmer circumstances:
Not a full description but
a specification of those natural and economic
circumstances within which the target group
operates which seem to .strongly affect farmers'
management practices.
(These are followed up in
'D' below.)
If possible, the specifications
should be supported with background data.

B)

The farming system: A very brief outline of the
system under nine headings supported, where it is
thought useful, but descriptive secondary data
(e.g., area and production statistics from
surveys, and where practice is . variable, by the
percent of ~rowers 'having'or 'doing').
outline headings:
1.

Socioeconomic characteristics of the Target
group

2.

General cropping season in the study area

3}

Enterprise pattern; crops and areas, pure vs
mixed, : varietal information

4)

Calendar through the season
a}

for each crop by land . preparation,
weeding, harvesting, and any cultural
particular to the .crop · inquestion.
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b)

C)

for each food used on the farm, showing
periods of plenty and use of substitutes
in periods of scarcity.

5)

Methods of production; power source and
purchased inputs used,including hired
labour, oxen, or tractor.

6)

Resource availability and use; land and labor
available to farmers, level of cash used on
farmers for input purchase, for food
purchase, labour peaks.

7)

The alternative uses and approximate levels
of the main outputs.

8)

system trends, i.e., What is changing and
why.

Resource constraints: Farmers have limited
resources (land, labour, cash) to meet their
priority needs in the face of basic constraints
and must employ these each season. The team must
reach a decision on:
1.

which resource(s) are presently limiting
system performance and the farmers' ability
to meet thei-r needs?
(It will either be land
and cash or labour and cash. Cash can
augment either land or labour).

2.

what management strategies have farmers taken
up to use these limiting resources as fully
as possible, or to satisfy needs despite the
limitations?
(May include off-farm work,
craft work, charcoal production, beer
brewing)

D)

Technical compromises: How have management
practices in the face of basic constraints (B) and
resource limitations (C) resulted in husbandry
which falls short of 'good technical practice'?

E)

List and rank the production constraints,
especially technical shortcomings that limit
production of the major enterprises identified.

F)

As much as possible clearly define problems,
establish causes, and identify system interactions
if any.

G)

Technical opportunities: what research results
can we bring to bear on these 'husbandry gaps'
which look as though they will improve
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performance, but which also will help farmers
manage basic constraints more effectively and will
not exceed farmers' resource capabilities? A list
only but related to each of the husbandry gaps
described in (0).
The system overview need not be a written piece but shGuld
be made up of lists and short specifications in nGte form.
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During the diagnosis we are interested in describing and
understanding the current production system. By combining
this information with the current production technology
available for the farmers, one may be able to identify the
potential research opportunities. During the diagnostic
pha~e we are interested in the following aspects.
This list
could be used as a checklist during our discussions with
farmers:
A.

INTERPRISE PATTERN AND SYSTEM TRENDS
crops and livestock kept by most farmers
varieties grown (for each enterprise)
changing patterns; year to year variation
Rough estimate of each

B.

DETAILED MANAGEMENT PRACTICES OF CROPS
We should know the current detailed management
practices followed by the farmers in order to come up
with potential improvements in management.
We would
like to know the following for the major crop
enterprises:
Decision about growing a crop (including location)
Land preparation: method, sequence, starting time,
special arrangements'with farmers
Planting: time, method, sequence if i~tercropped
or mixed cropped, spatial arrangement
Variety used (reasons, check)
stand establishment: visual assessment and
probing, pure vs mixed or intercropped
Weeding: Timing, frequency, method, implement
used, types of weeds
Thinning: Time, use of thinned plants
Soil fertility management:
Organic fertilizer: price, availability,
method of application.
Inorganic fertilizer: amount applied, time,
method of placement, frequency.
Pests and Diseases: type, stage of occurrence,
control measure (visual assessment)
Harvesting: time, method
Seed selection and preservation
End use of the products: consumption, sale,
location of sale, price, storage methods used.
If any of these is suspected to be a potential problem
area then get more detailed information.

.. "
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'.~

C.

LIVESTOCK: Cattle
Herd composition, .breeds
Breeding: age, method, calving interval , calving
time
Calf management : feeding, health, weaning, etc.
Feed and feeding: Feeding regime, feed
shortage,access to water
.

f

•

•

Disease ~nd disease control: common diseases,
control measures, etc.
Housing
Milk production; number of milkings, length,
amount of milk
Use of livestock products: d~aft . power, ~anure
disposal, milk ' sal~, sale of ani~als, etc . .
We can follow similar
too .
D.

inv~stigations

for other species,

TREES ON FARM
Growing of tl'ees in the farms is another ;sp~ct about
which we may need some information.
Types of trees grown, uses
Fuel wood: source, availability, etc
Use of tree products
Benefi t~ of t:-ee crops as assessed by fannf'rs

E.

ENTERPRISE CF.LENDAH, FOOD PREFERENCE, FOOD CALENDAR

.Ent.e rpr i s.e.. C.a.le ncto r
Timing o~ operation for each plot, each
enterpri:,e, dnd each planting (reasons)
Establis!l busiest period( s)

:roodpurcl1ase ....a.n d ... F00 d .. C.al enda l'
Main dishes used and availability
Substitute .~ishes used, timing, availability
New foods-if any
Food purcha;es, major items, prices, months of
purchase

F.

RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
.L.aud

Availability, special land for special crop
rotation practices (plot specific)

Labour
Availability, busiest periods, sources of
additional labour modes of payment

Sources of cash income, need for cash in farming,
availability for farm op~ration, source of credit,
availability, mode of payment or cost.

Item, price availability
Since there is no substitute for experience at the early
stages otie c6uld use the detailed guidelines given in the
next section to facilitate the exploratory survey .
.D.ETAIL.ED_._.GU.IDE.LIN.E.S_.F.O_R-_EX.P..W.RATQRY..._.S_U.RV£Y
.D.I.s..CUS_S.I.O.N!Lw.I.TH_.FARME.R__AND-AGRQ,NQMIC.-AS_SE's..sMENT

Note:
These guidelines are useful during discussions with farmers.
Each set contains questions that may require from one to two
or more hours on the farm.
In the course of the exploratory survey three or four
farmers may be asked each set of questions. The researcher
may feel clear and confident about responses to some
question sets after talking to only two farmersj other sets
may require discussions with five or six farmers.
After a
set of questions has beeri discussed with twci farmers,
detailed notes in the same number format as the guidelines
should be written up . Information gaps for that set can be
filled by questioning other farmers.
It is useful to decide on several specific introductory
questions to establish that the new farmer is indeed in the
target group being investigated. The questions should refer
to some key characteristics of the target group.
Further to discussion with the farmer the productivity of
the farm should be evaluated against an acceptable yield
potential for the area.
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An agronomic assessment of the farmer's field is to identify
problems that mi.ght not have been mentioned by the farmer
during the discussion and to help verify problem areas
identified by the farmer.
A useful understanding of
researchable problems can only occur when discussions with
farmers and an agronomic or biological assessment are
considered together.
In any evaluation, a standard by which the performance of a
crop can be judged must be determined. A reference crop
should be . a crop that will produc.e an acceptable yield given
the environmental constraints of the area. ' This standard
will be likely to vary from area to area and year to year.
Background data, especially climatic data, can be useful.
The best managed or highest yielding field in the area may
be considered an appropr~ate standard.
In some instances, a
crop in the experiment station might also provide a useful
basis for field evaluations.
Examples: if farmers in the
area generally produce 1 t/ha of maize, and the experiment
station yields in the area are 9 t/ha, and the best farmers
are obtaining 5 t/ha, we might use the best farmer crop or a
5 t crop in determining why average yields are low (what is
the difference between the good and the average fields?).
This comparison will enable the biological scientists to
identify the current management practices that underexploit
the full biological potentia~~f the enterprise und~r
consideration.
SE.L . A

These questions help describe the farming system through the
enterprise pattern and use of products within it, and help
identify recent changes in the relative importance of the
enterprises.
Questions (1) and (2) are preliminaries for
all respondents .

.Ente.r pr.1.s..e .. pa.t tern . . and._sy.st.e,nLtrends
I)

List the ~rops grown and livestock kept by local
farmers.
Note whether .each enterprise is carried out
by most or just a few farmers and, if only a few, what
is special about them.

2)

For each major crop, lis~ the varieties· grown, making
it clear whether each farmer grows more than one
variety or some ~row one and others another .

3}

Changing patterns:
a)

Note crop varieties or livestock that used to be
widespread among farmers in the area but are now
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disappearing.
declining.
b)

Assess why these enterprises are

Note crop varieties or livestock that have
recently become increasingly widespread. Assess
why these enterprises are expanding.

Based on visual observations and discussion, the team should
be able to identify the major enterprises in the production
system. D~tailed information is collected for the
enterprises identified.

These questions seek to detail the compromises on prOduction
practices and timing of activities on .cr.op enterprises that
have been identified as points of leverage on the farming
system.
1.

How does the farmer decide where to plant a crop?
What factor are considered in making the decision?

2.

Land preparation:

3.

a)

What is the method of land preparation?

b)

When does land pre·paration start in relation to
the start of rains and to planting time?

c)

What sequence of work is involved if there is more
than one operation?

d)

How does the farmer work? Is a whole field
prepared before planting, or a portion of the
field prepared and planted the same day?

e)

what is the final form of the seedbed?

f)

Are there alternative methods of land preparation?
If yes, what are they, and why are they used?

Planting:
a)

How are the plants of the main crop arranged in
the field?
(i.e., humber of plants per station,
spacings).
Random counting field measurements
should be made.

b)

If other crops are mixed with the main crop, it is
important to describe the sequence in which the
crops are planted in the fields.

c)

How do the farmers plant in relation to rainfall
(i.e., dry planting before the rains, the same day

S9

of rainfall, within a certain period after the
rains begin)?

4.

d)

Do farmers make one or several plantings of the
crop each season?

e)

Do farmers commonly replant their main crop?

f)

What is the method of putting seed in the ground,
and how many seeds are -planted per ·hole?

Variety:
a)

Is the variety used recommended?

b)

Does it have adequate yield potential for the
area?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

5.

Does it lodge?
Is it susceptible to common diseases?
Will it respond to input or changes in
management?
What is the storage quality of the variety?
Are there any other desirable features that
make growing this variety worthwhile?

stand establishment:
a)

Is the stand efficiently utilizing incoming
radiation? At flowering the soil should be
completely shaded.
In small grains a complete
ground cover is expected by the end of tillering.

b)

Are the recommended plant density and spacing
being followed?
If plant
cover is
probably
moisture

c)

numbers are adequate but complete ground
not achieved then poor plant growth is
related to other factors, such as
or nutrients.

If stand establishment is inadequate then consider
the following:
i. Is the correct amount of seed being sown
- are the farmers using the recommended
ra·tes?
ii. If yes, was the seed viable?
iii. Was the depth -of seeding and method of
in(~orporation appropriate?
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iv. Was crusting or waterlogging a problem
at the time of emergence?
1.

Does the soil have a high silt
content?

2.

Was the crop seeded dry?

~

..J •

Are the soils heavy and do they
drain slowly?

v. Were there diseases or insects affecting
the seed or seeding?
d)

Is the stand density too high?
i. A low number of tillers in small grains
due to interplant competition .
ii . Maize plants are spindly and prone to
severe lodging.

6.

Weeding and thinning:
Weed competition can reduce tillering, plant height,
and yield, but only in severe cases plant stand.
Whenever a visit is made the following should be noted:
a)

Weed density (% ground cover of the weed) .

b)

Types of problem weeds (annual, perennial, broad
or narrow-leaved).

c)

Height of the weed relative to the crops.

d)

Remember competition by weedsbefQ.l~,.e . f lQwering is
much more damaging than competi tion .a ft.e.r
f.lQw.e.l~.i.n9 .

e)

Any time weeds are the same size as the crop for
two or more weeks, or if weeds are taller than
knee high at flowering (given a relatively high
density), then weed compet~tion should be
considered a serious problem.

f)

When prioritizing problems, remember that a
serious weed problem will cause nutrient
deficiencies in crops, and the efficiency of
applied fertilizers will be seriously reduced .

g)

Wh~t implement or implements are used for weeding
and what pattern of work is followed among the
plants in the ground?
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7.

h)

How soon after planting is the first weeding done?
Does the timing vary with conditions? If so, how
much and under which conditions?

i)

How many weedings will be done? Will this vary
with the date of planting, weather, or the soil in
the field?

j)

Do they thin the plants either in the row or from
each planting hole? If so, what age or stage? Do
they use the thinnitigs for cattle feed?

Diseases and insects:
a)

What diseases and insects are present?

b)

What percentage of the plants is affected?

c)

For foliar pests, - what percentage of the leaf
area is affected, what percentage of the top 20%
of the leaf area is affected? Damage to younger
leaves will usually reduce yield more than damage
to the lower leaves.

d)

Is the root system well formed, and disease and
insect free?

e)

What ifi the timing and control method for major
pests/~iseases?

f)
8.

Assessaent of proportion of local farmers using
pest/disease control.

Soil fertility:
Moisture str,?~s often masks any symptoms of nutrient
deficiency.
If moisture was not deficient (are there
vigorous crops in the area or on the experiment
stations) look for the following:
a)

Is nitrogen limiting? N deficiency is
characterized by poor plant growth, light
green leaves, and firing or premature death
of lower leaves.

b)

Is phosphorous a problem? P deficiencies
cause poor plant growth and lack of vigor,
low tiller numbers, and short plant height
(compare to an acceptable standard).
Leaves
may be darker green than normal.
Purpling
can occur in maize but be careful of variety
effects.
Rarely does a purple color occur in
small grains.
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c)

Use of fertilisers/manures:
i. Type of fertiliser/manure and source?
ii. usual , rate, method, and time of
application?
iii. Assessment of proportion of local
farmers using fertiliser/ manure?
iv. Price and availability?

9.

10.

11.

12.

Moisture stress:
a}

Are the plants suffering from,lack of moisture?
Maize leaves curl, become oni6n-Ieaf like, plants
are shortened, and tillering ieduced (depending on
the stage of ~evelopment).

b)

Was the crop planted at an appropriate time for
optimum water use?

c)

Are the plants frequently subject to excess water?
plants grown in waterlogged areas tend to be
yellow an~ have very shallow root systems.

Use of leaves, plant tops, and stalks for feeding
cattle.
a}

proportion of local farmers following this
practices?

b)

Method of feeding animals?

c)

For leaves indicate the number of pickings made
and the number of leaves taken.

d)

For plant tops indicate the stage of .plant growth
when the top' is taken. ,Is this a critical time
for cattle feed?

Method and timing of harvesting and storing:
-a}

At what stage does harvesting begin?

b)

What method is ,followed in fpicking and shelling
the cro~ and disposing of stover and other crop
residues?

c)

How is the crop stored? (i.e., is it dried? are
preservatives used?)

Seed selection a,nd preservation:
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a)

Do farmers usually select seed in the field or
from their stored harvest? If from storage, when
is it selected?

b)

What criteria do local farmers use when they
choose the next year's seed from their own crop?

c)

Do they process and preserve the chosen seed in a
special way?

IS the crop treated in any way, either while in the
field or in the household?

13.

Are there resources used in growing the crop in a way
not covered here?
14.

What items are usually purchased for each enterprise
(seed, fertilizer, herbicid'e ,insecticide , fungicide,
hired labour, or machinery / etc.)?
i. Source of purchase
ii. Quantity purchased, price paid
iii. Year purchase started for each crop

15.

For the major crop varieties and animals, list the end
uses to which they are put.
In the case of crop
varieties this includes the fruit and any other part of
the plant used as a by-product. Animal products and
by-products are equally important.

16.

For each identified end use, detail the sequence from
field preparation through harvesting, storage,
processing/and use.
Include when, the product is
taken during the life-cycle of the plant or animal.

17.

If marketed, then:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Source, location of sale
Form in which produce is sold
Quantity sold
price received by the farmers
Problems in marketing

If livestock (cattle} is a major enterprise then follow the
line of question indicated in SET C.
If not, obtain some
general information about livestock in · the system and
proceed to set D.
,S.E,T""" .C

"L,IV.E.ST,Q,c'K (c a ttl e )

These questions seek to detail the compromises in production
methods and the timing of production acti vi ties in "1i.v.,,es,t,Q.,c.k
enterprises that have been identified as points of leverage
on the farming system.
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1.

Livestock ownership:
a)
b)
c)
d)

2.

3.

Herd size
Ownership (self/on loan/held in trust/others)
Herd composition -according to species, breed, and
class (sex and age)
How are their animals acquired (breeding, gift,
loan, purchase)?

Breeding:
a)

Age/weight at first mating

b)

Systems of mating (seasonal vs continuous)

c)

Methods

d)

Use of artificial insemination - if not, why; if
yes, potential advantage

e)

Average calf crop over the
last year

f)

Weaning percentage (of the total cows calved, what
is the proportion that raised calves to weaning)?

g)

Average calving interval (in months)

h)

Culling due to old age (hence total number of
calves per lifetime)

a)

Which month of the year do the animals usually
calve?

b)

Is it the same month every year?
If not, on what does the month of calving depend?

c)

Does calving at this time cause any problems:

~f

mating (uncontrolled/controlled mating)

~ast

five years; and

(i) with the calves? (ii) with the mothers?
d)

What period of the year is preferred to have
calves?

e)

What benefits would this bring:
(i) to the calves? (ii) to the mothers?

f)
4.

Is any control exercised over the time when cows
are selected?

Discuss with the farmer the calving history of the
animals. To try to elicit for one or two animals:

a)

Age at first calving

b)

Number of calves born:
(i) Died as calves (ii) Survived (iii)
of survivors

c)
5.

6.

7.

Di~position

Calving interval

Calf management:
a)

Management of calf immediately after birth to some
few weeks of age (identification, weighing, health
and hygiene, colostrum feedingi whole milk
feeding).

b)

Bulk feeding of the calves prior to weaning
(starting age, methods of feeding and whether
concentrates, hay and fodder are provided)

c)

Age of weaning (any early weaning practices)

d)

Post-weaning management practices, including ways
to counter post-weaning checks on growth.

How are the calves reared?
a)

What access do they have to their mother?

b)

Up to what age do they continue to suckle?

c)

Is any special food or treatment given to
encourage weaning?

d)

Do the calves run with the herd?

e)

Do farmers rear male calves?

f)

If not, how are they disposed off?
age?

g)

If reared, at what age are they normally disposed
of?

And at what

Milk production:
a)

Who milks the animals?

b)

Number of milkings per day?

c)

Average number of milking cows during the wet and
dry season?
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8.

d)

Average milk yield per
season?

e)

Milk consumption pattern during the year (home
consumption, sold; fed to calves, etc.)?

f)

What period of the year are animals dry and are
they all dry together? How do they maintain a
continuous supply of milk to the household?

d~y

during the wet and dry

Feeds and feeding:
a)

Livestock feeding during the wet season:
i. Availability of pastures
ii. control on grazing areas communal vs
individual
iii. Distance to grazing areas
iv. Time spent on grazing per day (hours)

b)

Grazing management (continuous vs rotational
grazing or deferred rotational grazing system)

c)

Feeding of livestock during the dry season:
i. Feeds used during this period (standing hay,
conserved forage, straws, stovers, legume
residues, concentrates, by-products after
processing, etc.).
ii. Distance to grazing:areas
iii. Time spent on grazing per day (hours)
iv. Control on grazing areas ·(e.g., grazing of
harvested fields)

d)

Feeding regimes:
Is feeding practiced according to age/sex
categories, production status, or reproduction
status (pregnant/dry cows, breeding bulls, etc.)?

e)

Most difficult months for

f)

Feeding priority within the herd

g)

Fodder grasses in the system:

f~eding

i. Do farmers ·grow fodder crops?

the animals
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ii. If yes, which one (Bana grass, Napier, etc.)?
iii. If not, why?
iv. Do farmers feed animals on any tree or shrub
leaves? or seeds?
v.
9.

10.

If yes, which ones?

Watering:
a)

Sources of water for livestock (drinking, dipping,
or spraying)

b)

Whether the sources--are seasonal

c)

Distance to watering points

d)

Frequency of watering (how often animals are taken
to water in the wet/dry season)

e)

control of water use

OL

permanent

Diseases and disease control:
a)

Common livestock diseases in the area

b)

Main causes of livestock deaths in the herd over
the last five years and last year

c)

Routine disease control measures taken in the area
in the herd (dipping, deworming, vaccinations)

d)

Who is responsible for control of livestock
diseases in the area (whether extension personnel,
private or parastatal organizations)

e)

Do farmers have their animals vaccinated?

f)

If yes, against what disease?

g)

If not, why?

h)

Do farmers dip or spray their livestock?

i)

If yes, which species and age class?
At what cost per herd?

j )

I f not, WhY?

k)

10 (d) should include what treatment?

How often?

For which
disease? Do farmers have access to veterinary
services? If yes, at what terms?
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11.

12.

Housing, farm structures, and equipment:
a)

Housing/kraaling of calves (whether housed
throughout or not at particular times)

b)

Housing of adult animals (kraaling or night
paddocking); and if animals are
housed/kraaled/paddocked according to age and/or
sex groups

c)

Farm structures specifically meant for livestock
(crushes, milking parlors or shelters, feed
storage structures, etc . )

d)

Equipment for livestock management "( eartags,
tattooing machines, weighing scales, branding
iron, dehorners, handsprays, wheelbarrows or
carts, etc.)

Livestock husbandry practices (specify seasonal
variation) :
a)

Who herds the animals during the day?
i. Are the animals herded together or is the
herd split up?
ii. Is there any communal herding?

13.

14.

b)

Who decides where animals will go to graze at
various times of the year?

c)

How are the animals housed at night?
together?

a)

Has the farmer had any animals die over the last
year?

b)

What are the main causes of death among farmers'
animals?

c)

Is there anything-doDe to prevent unwanted death?

d)

If animals are ill, can the
treat them?

farm~r

Are they all

take steps to

Draught power:
a)

Use of animals for draft purposes

b)

Species used (donkeys, mules, cattle, etc.)

c)

Operations performed by draft animais (e.g.
tillage, haulage, etc.)
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15.

16.

17.

18.

Manure:
a)

Uses of livestock manure (manuring, biogas
production, building, etc.)

b)

How the manure is handled prior to application
(including mixing with other materials or already
mixed in stall, e.g. with bedding, feed leftovers)

c)

whether manure is stored prior to application
(site and methods)

d)

Is the night shelter a reasonable site for storing
manure without too much loss of "quality?

e)

At what time of the year is the manure moved out
of the night shelter?

Dispos~l:

a)

M~in

ways of disposing of animals

b)

who is responsible in deciding when and which
a",limals are to be c:isposed?"

c)

Dispo.:;als over the past two years, type and
channel "of disposal

d)

Number of animals disposed last year

e)

Are some categories of animals difficult to sell?

Marketing:
a)

Sales of live animals

b)

Categories of animals sold and reasons for selling
certain categories and not others

c)

lfhere animals are sold and average price per head

d)

Sale of milk products (cream, butter, ghee, etc.)

e)

Sale of meat and by-products, such as skins and
hides, blood and bones (processing into livestock
feeds and other uses, specify)

What other farm animals are kept in the farm?
their importance in the production system.

Assess
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.TRE.E.S._.Q.N...... f ARM

.S,.E.T.....D

1.

Trees grown/found on farm:
a)

state number of different trees species on the
farm.
How many of these have been deliberately
planted?

b)

Fill out table (using by each type of spatial
arrangement) ( x) .SP.at.ial:_.. .a r.range.ment; ..fuel ;
. s .aw:wo.o.d..~... . P..Q.l.e.s...~ ....fnl i.t.~.. fQdder
'
scattered trees
Boundary plantings
woodlot

c)
2.

specify which, if any, trees or tree products are
sold.
Elicit price and estimate annual income.

Effects on crops:
How do the trees on ' the farm affect the agricultural
crops? Probe for farmer's explanation ' (e.g., shade,
below-ground competition, increased soil fertility,
etc. )

.EF.f .E.CT.... .QN....CRQP

T.RSE.S*

.E XP..LANAT.lQN

Negative
Neutral
.

:.

Positive
3.

Fuel wood (direct questions to women):
a)

Does the farm always produce enough fuel wood to
meet need?

b)

Does the household ever purchase fuel wood? If
so, what is the source (e.g., other farms,
market)? Estimate expenditure per week or month
(annual total).

c)

Are any other fuels used (e.g., crop residues,
dung, paraffin)?

d)

If fuel is colleCted off at ~ the farm, estimate
distance of sourCe and time ,~ spent in collection.

e)

what are the major tree species used for fuel
wood?
(Use local names if common or scientific
names unknown.)
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4.

Shelter and soil conservation:
a)

Does the farmer consider wind damage to crops to
be a problem?

b)

Is there evidence of soil erosion on the farm?
(Discuss with farmer and explain.)

5.

Farmer's assessment of tree needs:
Does the farmer or other household member perceive a
need for more trees on farm? If so, why have they not
been planted, (probe for attitudes and constraints),
and what type do they desire?

..5.E.T.......E

. ENT.E.Rf.RI.S.E.._..CAL.ENDAR.•._ .£O..QD.._.P..R.E.£ERENC.E.S.__ AND.......F_OQD
..cALENDAR
Questions to further describe the farming system
through specification of the enterprise and food
calendars and food preferences.

1.

For each planting of main crop(s) establish the usual
time of seedbed preparation and usual time of planting.
a)

Assess the major reaSDns why local farmers use
different varieties, and, if relevant, plant them
at different times.

b)

Determine reasons for varied planting of the crops
(if appropriate).

c)

Identify the latest possible time for a variable
planting, i.e., when does expected yield justify
the enterprise?

2.

For each crop variety, establish the usual time for
direct harvest for the "use from the field (if
appropriate) and the usual time of final harvest.

3.

For each livestock type, establish:
a)

The usual timing of births

b)

The usual milk producing and dry periods

c)

Any special time when meat is consumed

4.

Detail the main dishes eaten by the farm families in
the area.
Include preferred constituent and the
preferred state of each constituent.

5.

What substitute dishes are eaten when preferred foods
are not availabl~?
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6.

Identify whether any new foods are becoming popular and
replacing traditional ones. Assess why old foods are
losing popularity and why new ones are gaining
popularity.

7.

For which crops is the loss of output in a season most
serious for the farm family? Identify the critical
ones .

8.

For each crop variety a certain level of output is
expected for each crop:

9.

a}

what is the lowest output the farmer .remembers?

b}

What year was this?

c}

What factors caused that low output at the time?

d}

Can other factors also strongly influence output?

e}

How soon in the season can the farmer tell output
will be poor?

f}

When this is noticed, what action is taken to look
for other sources of food/cash?

g}

If output is poor - for example in the year
mentioned - how do~s the farmer manage for
food/cash?

For each major crop, the size of the area planted was
estimated:
a}

Does this area change much from year to year?

b}

Which year was the smallest area the farmer
planted?

c}

Why was the area small that year?

d}

Which year did the farmer plant a lot more area
than usual?

e}

Why was the area planted larger that year?

10.

Are there main foods that are purchased by families all
the year round or at certain periods?

11.

Are there main foods that have to be purChased at
certain periods in poor years? If so, indicate for
each food:
a}

How frequent does this occur?
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b)

What is the reason?

c)

When did this occur last for most families in the
area?

12.

What are the prices on the major foods just before and
just after the main harvest?

13.

Food preferences and shortages:
a)

what are the main preferred starchy staples in the
area?

b)

Do you face any shortages of these major starch
staples? If yes, during what months of the year?

c)

What are the substitute starches used by the
farmers? Are these readily available? If facing
shortages, during what months of the year?

d)

what are the main relishes consumed by the
farmers? Are these readily available? If facing
shortages, during what months of the year?

e)

Does the farmers use any substitute relishes?
What are they? During what months of the year do
they use them?
.RE.s.OURCE_AS.SE.s.sM.EUT

SET....F

These questions prompt for information on the types of
constraints on land, labour, and cash and also on how they
may hinder expansion of the system.
A)

Land, labour, and cash:
1.

Can the farmer get more land for crops if it is
felt to be necessary?
a)

How would more land be obtained?

b)

would it be near or far away from the
village?

2.

Will all the crops grown do well on all of the
farmer's land?

3.

Are the same crops grown in the same place year
after year? If not, what rules are used to move
to different fields?
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4.

Some questions about the farmer's household:
a)

How many people are there in the · family?

b)

How many work on the farm?
i. Full time?
ii. Part time?

c)

which work on which crops is done only by:
i. Men?
ii. Women?
iii. Children?

d)

Are there special responsibilities for:
i. Water?
ii. Fuel?
iii. Cattle herding and feeding?

5.

6.

a)

Which are the busiest months of the year for
farming in the area?

b)

What work is going on at this time and or
which enterprise?

c)

Is there another busy period?

d)

what main work goes on "at that time?

e)

Are these the two busiest periods every year?
If not, how do the circumstances change?

a)

Is labour hired during the year?
i. Permanent
ii. Casual
iii. Customary

7.

b)

When and far what work is casual or customary
labour used?

c)

Do other farmers in the area hire labour
during the year? Are their reasons the same
as this farmer's?

d)

Mode of payment for hired labour

a)

Is any machinery used -during the year?
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b)

If so, what crop/operation is it mainly used
for and at what time of the year is it used
(hired)?

c)

Do neighbours use machinery?
Are their reasons the same?

8.

what do the farmers in the area do for cash
income?

9.

Do many families have members working off the
farm?

10.

a)

Permanently - what are the locations and
types of work?

b)

Temporarily - what kind of work is
temporarily taken up?

c)

Is it taken up at this time because
opportunities arise or farmers need cash?

What is the most difficult period of the year for
cash for local families?
Is it because income is scarce or expenses are
very high? If expenses are high, what are the
major items requiring cash?

11.

B)

Obtain rough estimates for each enterprise:
a)

The number of fields devoted to it

b)

The total ' area involved

c)

The output the farmer would usually expect
from this commitment

Soil physical properties:
An understanding of soil physical properties can help
us understand why low yield potential is to be expected
from an area.
It can also 'help identify management
problems and characterize sources of variation within a
given recommendation domain.
Items to evaluate:
1.

Soil depth, particularly if it is less than 1 m.

2.

Soil texture - silty soils tend to crust, sandy
soils retain little moisture, and clay soils may
have drainage problems and are often difficult to
cultivate.
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A simple hand method to quickly : determine soil
texture is adequate.
3.

Soil compaction ~ Are there layers · that are
impervious to plant roots? A soil pit to
determine rooting depth helps to identify
compaction problems. A typical crop plant should
be able to extract nutrients and moisture well
below 1 m.
: .~;

4.

Color
Color can be a basis for characterizing
soil ' variability within an area: Waterlogged
areas can be identified by grayish ' color.
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·..KE.y . ....IN..E.O.RMANT._.....S.URV.E_y

In key informant surveys, individuals knowledgeable about
certain subjects or topics are asked to supply information.
The key informant survey differs from a regular survey in
that the person interviewed does not answer questions about
himself but about the subject in which he is an expert or
has a very good knowledge. A knowledgeable farmer, for
example, describes the farming practices followed by the
farmers in h~s flr.::a but does not describe his own farm.
If
they are carefully carried out, key informant surveys can
provide a large amount of high quality, quantifted
information quickly and at low cost. Only a few individuals
at any given site need to be interviewed.
The quality of the data can be verified by interviewing two
key informants about the same subject. The answers of the
two informants can be compared.
In most cases all the
answers should be fairly close.
In those cases where
differences in answers occurs, people can be questioned
again to get the right information.
If during a key informant interview it becomes obvious that
the selected person is not knowledgeable enough to answer
the ~uestions, the interview can be terminated tactfully and
another more knowledgeable individual may be selected as a
key informant.
Depending on the nature of the information needed, one could
interview any of the following persons: experienced farmers
shopkeepers and merchants, th~ local extension agent, local "
village administrators, school teacher, mid-wives, farmers
who hold position of traditional leadership, input
suppliers, or the leader of a farmer group or association.
h

If one needs information on about farming practices a farmer
may be selected as a key informant. One should consider the
following factors in ~electing a farmer as a key informant:
1.

The farmer must have lived and farmed in the
village/area for a number of years.
The farmer mus~ be the one 'making decisions in his/her
household.

3.

The farmer must be actually engaged in farming.

4.

The farmer must be knowledgeable about other farms in
the area.

5.

The farmer should be above average in education and
intelligence.

_
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6.

The farmer should be cooperative.

If the farmer is chosen by the local extension agent he or
she may not be a representative farmer.
On many occasions,
because of their past relationship, " the extension staff
often think that researchers are trying to evaluate their
activiti~s . . ,Thus ~ften progressive farmers are selected.
Some general information about the village may be obtained
from local village administrators. Questions_ related to
aggregate or overall character~stics of the village are
particularly appropriate in this kind of survey.
any record
that is kept , at this office should be obtained. One could
obtain the following information:
total land available
land types
land area committed for cropping
communal grazing
forests
number of household
marketing days
marketing location
communal activities
extension services, etc.
This initial contact with local administrators will enable
the researchers to better explain the purpose of the
research and facilitate future cooperation.
An ~xtension agent can provide information such as common
growing seasons, crops grown under different types of land,
input source, supply price, transport facilities, etc.
They
can also provide an overall impression of the
characteristics of the village and the problems facing the
farmers.
In some cases it is also possible to get some biased
answers.
Being the government representative at the
grassroots level they might give official views about the
issue; sometimes they may even interpret the questioning as
evaluating the efficiency of their administration.
Thus,
though a considerable amount of information could be
obtained by key informant interview one has to be very
careful in assessing the information obtained.
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Group interviews are useful for tapping the collective
wisdom or memory of a community.
controversial issues or
issues which are not very clear from the informal survey
could be used as topics or themes for group interview.
There is no need to have a formulated question or statement
but the researchers should have a clear idea of the issue
that they would like to get resolved. They should be able
to guide or direct the discussion but not iestrict it. This
needs some special skill. The farmers should be encouraged
to talk openly about the issue under discussion. The group
interview is ideal for:
a)

questions that relate to phenomena which uniformly
affect all farmers

b)

good for controversial issues or questions, where
farmers gave different answers

This is an efficient process to collect information.
However, it is very difficult to conduct a very successful
group interview due to:
1.

Group composition - may not be representative of
one target group i.e., top farmers and bottom
farmers.

2.

Dominating individuals within the group.
Difficult to draw out opinion from other people.

3.

Difficult to organize them

4.

Cultural constraints

Young farmers may hesitate to contradict their elders.
Wives may not like to contradict their husbands.
Thus very often the group may come out with consensus and
variations may be ignored . . If the researcher is aware of
the problem this situation could be handled. Do not let one
farmer to dominate. Best to orient conversation about what
most people in the village/area do instead of what
individuals do.
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.D.e..f.ini.t.i.O.D:

A formal survey is one that uses:

a)

A standardized or structured questionnaira: and

b)

A

c)

Enumerators are often used to administer 't he survey.

random sample of farmers;

The formal survey is different from traditional ~ farm
management surveys in that it does not focus on . the whole
complexity ~f the system but concentrates on the specific
problem areas and issues identified during the informal
survey .

.P_urp,.o.s.e
Formal verification surveys are carried out with the help of
a structured questionnaire to see -whether the understanding
gained and the hypotheses developed during the informal
survey with selected.farmers are indeed true for the whole
target group. Here, a uniform set of data is obtained from
a large number of farmers who are representative of the
target group.

1.

To verify the information obtained from the informal
survey, i.e., the description and understanding of the
farming ·system.

2.

To test the hypotheses developed. Target grouping and
the priority given to a particular problem(s) may be
adjusted.

3.

To obtain additional information about the priority
problem(s) identified.

4.

To quantify certain parameters, know the limitations
(for example, the labour profile)

5.

To enhance credibility.

6.

To assist in the better design and interpretation of
OFE:
timing of operations
identify experimental and nonexperimental
variables
develop evaluation criteria, etc.

7.

To test farmers' opinions and attitudes about proposed
technologies or technological components.
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8.

To identify cooperating farmers for OFE .

.S.tep.s .J.nx.ttlY-e.d
1.

Questionnaire development
organization

2.

Questiop~?~r~

3.

Sampling

4.

Recruitment and training of enumerators

5.

Field testing of questionnaire (pre-testing)

6.

Questionnaire revision

7.

Actual implementation of the field survey

8.

Analysis, interpretation, and completion of survey
report.

content, format,

t~anslation

identifying and prioritizing c).".i t 'i -cal
constraints/problems
identifying possible interventions
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.QUEST.I.o.NNAIRE...D.EV.EL.Q.PM.ENT

In a formal survey, a questionnaire is the principal
instrument used to obtain information from respondents.
An
interview is a conversation with a purpose.
In a face-to
face formal interview, there are three interacting
components : the interviewer, the questionnaire, and the
respondent . A well-designed and administered questionnaire
will greatly assist in the realizing of the goals/objectives
of the survey.
The questionnaire consists of sheets of paper containing a
:j..ist of questions.
The answers from the data, which
subsequently a n a I yz e d .T.he ...aim . .i.s .... .t.Q...cQll.e ct... a.s.tandal~d . .s.. e. t
Qf....dat.a.fr:oID.....a . numh.e.r . of.....f .d.rlD..e .r.s . Questions therefore need
to be clear, consistent, and unambiguous .
.C.ont.en.t
content refers to all that is contained in a questionnaire.
The content of the formal survey questionnaire is dictated
by the informal survey.
The formal verification survey does
not deal with the whole system, but deals with the major
problem areas identified during the informal survey.
Therefore, the content needs to be very selective.
The
exploratory survey provides background information on the
area including the geographical, physical, technical, as
well as the socioeconomic information about the area and the
target group.
Such information eliminates the chances of
asking irrelevant questions.
The content of the questionnaire is:
1.

Specific for each survey

2.

Unique for the target group under consideration

3.

Dictated by the informal survey

. D.e.v..e l.oPID.e nt.. . . o.f.. . . ques.t .i .Qonai.r .e..... c.out..e nt
1.

Identify the priority crops and problem areas.

2.

Identify the main issues related to these crops and
problem areas.

3.

List the information needed to resolve the issues.
Use
the objectives of the verification survey as a guide to
list this information, keeping in mind how the data are
going to be used.
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4.

The researcher should know beforehand the type of
tabulation and analysis to be made to make sure all
necessary items are included .
If the researcher is not certain how he/she will
analyze a piece of data and how that analysis
relates to the specific objectives, then the
information should .nQt be collected .

.N.Qt.e:

..F.O I.m at

The questionnaire's format is the way the questions are
formulated and laid out in the questionnaire.
Some general
guidelines for formatting include:
A.

General Layout
1.

Tit18 page:

Title
Respondent's name*
Name of the evaluator
Name of the village
Location
Date
Starting time:
Ending time:
Name of the organization carryinq
out the survey
serial number of the questionnai :.-e
·" SoR}etimes each respondent i:3 gi"en
a code number.
It is advisable ': 0
copy this code number onto t .... e tc·p
right-hand corner of each page.

2.

Each page of .the questionnaire should be numberEd.
Each paq~ should also be~r the serial number of
the questionnaire.

3.

sequence of

~"estions

(rules for organization)

questions
general to specific
simple ~o complex
maintain a logical flow
ear~y questions help elaborate latet ones
opinion qu~stions - re: specific management
problems
sensitive questions
yield, income,
disposition of 7rops, amount of land owned,
etc.
scre8ni~g

4.

Number of

questi~ns.

5.

Group the

qu~stion6

~nd

introduce each section.
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B.

6.

Language of the questionnaire: use the language
common · in that area. The interviewer must be well
versed in the language of the respondents. Great
care needs to be taken to ensure that the
substance of the questions is not distorted in the
process of translation .

7.

Instructions for interviewers should be set out
very clearly and in bold print.

..F..Q.rm.at....Q.f. . ...lndi.vi.du.a.1_Jlu.e.s.tio.ns

Before discussing the format of the individual
questions it i~ necessary to distinguish the different
types of questions.
.
a}

Questions of fact vs questions of opinion
Factual questions seek to elicit facts, such as
dates, quantities, etc.
Opinion questions are less specific and seek the
respondent's opinion .
Opinion questions are sometimes called
'subjective' questions; for example, "what do you
think is the best variety of maize/sorghum for
yields, storage, arid drought resistance?"

b}

Closed vs open questions
:In closed question, the responses are
predetermined and.. included in the questionnaire.
(see examples below.)
Advantages of closed questions:
1.
2.

Easy to analyze
Channels answers

Disadvantages:
1.

May loose information

2.

Lack of flexibility, i.e., the question
limits the options

3.

Requires thorough advance knowledge of the
system.

In an open question the respondent gives a
response which is not predetermined but recorded
by the interviewer. Given these types of
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questions, one can identify four formats used in
asking individual qu~stions.
i. parallEl question - The same format is
repeated over and. over again.
For example:
"During last year, did you purchase any:
"Fertilizer
"Seed
"Herbicide

YIN
YIN
YIN"

ii. Open-ended questions
"Why do you keep cattle?"
iii. Closed questions
Why do you keep cattle?
(Tic~ answers)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Milk
Meat
prestige
Marriage
Draft
Manure
Other (describe) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "'.

iv. Tabular format
Here, the information required is constructed
in a tabular form.
This saves space, greatly
reducing the length of the questionnaire, but
requires some additional special care.
One may need additional information or
footnotes to guide the administration of the
questions.
Provide codes, instructions, and
definitions (e.g., multiple planting-time).
Provide these items on the same pag~ as the
table.
c)

wording of questions
Wording should be simple, clear, explicit, and
easily understood by the enumerator as well as the
respondent.
The question should be carefully
worded to communicate the exact meaning of the
enquiry.
For example, in an area where rainfall
is bimodal and there are two cropping seasons, one
asks a question: "How much sorghum did you harvest
last year?" In this case the farmer may give two
possible answers.
Depending on the season, both
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are reasonable. This confusion could be avoided
by asking two specific questions instead of one:
"How much sorghum did you harvest during last
(year's) short rain season?"
"How much sorghum did you harvest during the last
(year's) long rain (ratoon!!)
In wording questions, avoid:
1.

Overlapping answers
Example:

Did you use an ox plough and hoe to weed
your maize plot?
During the 1986/87 wet season did you
operate a farm and were you engaged in
non farm work?

Better wording:
Did you use an ox plough to weed your
maize plot?
Did you use a hoe to weed your maize
, plot?
2.

Use of vague terms
"Often", "frequently" and similar adjectives do
not have the same meaning to everyone and should
be avoided.
Example:

How often did you weed your maize plot
last season?

Better wording:
During the last cropping season, how
many times did you weed your maize plot?
3.

Multiple questions
Each question should focus on a single point
Example:

Did you gro~ maize and groundnuts in
your fatm?

Better wording:
Did you grow maize in your farm?
Did you grow groundnuts in your farm?
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Technical terms
Agricultural jargon and other technical terms may
be unfamiliar to farmers.
Use descriptive phrase
or explain the technical terms or use farmers'
terminology.
Example:

During the last cropping ~eason did you
apply basal fertilizer to your local
maize?

Better wording: Did you apply fertilizer before
planting the local , maize seeds in your
maize plot?
5.

Specific about times and locations
not follow the same practices every
season. Accurate information can only be obtained
with time-specific questions?
Farmers ~ do

Did you plant R201 during the 1986/87 short
season?
6.

Be specific about the unit of observation but be
able to translate it into standard terms.
Farmers also operate more than one plot of land.
Their information should be collected on a parcel
basis.

7.

Try to split aggregate data in order to obtain
more accurate information.

8.

Avoid asking leading questions?
Do you use recommended spacing in planting your
hybrid maize?

Organization:
The subject matter areas and questions in these subject
areas should be ordered as to:
Make administration of the questionnaire easy,
ensuring that the iriterview flows smoothly.
Capture and maintain the interest and
participation of the ~espondents. Questions
should appear logical to the respondents and
facilitate conformity with the data processing and
analysis scheme.
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1.

Subjects to be covered during the interview must be
grouped into sections that focus on a single topic,
such as questions about land tenure, marketing, or
input use.

2.

sequence of sections.
Each section must be placed to facilitate the
introduction of the next section. The general plan can
be:
a)

set according to functional organization, i.e.,
activities (weeding, fertilizer application).

b)

set according to the structural organization of
the farms, i.e., by enterprise.

Usually some middle position is adopted.
3.

ordering of questions in each section.
a)

Each new section should have an introduction

b)

As far as possible, proceed from general to
particular and from simple to complex .

c)

Ask about recent events first

d)

In ordering the questions a time and subject
matter sequence should be observed.
If there is a
conflict and both cannot be accommodated then
retain the subject matter sequence.

e)

It is useful to request more familiar information
first, followed by less familiar data such as
prices of produce at a different location or sale
point. Ask what is the price at the local sale
point before asking the urban market price .

f)

Make sure that all questions are pertinent to the
study and that there are no unnecessary
repetitions . .

g)

All touchy questions should be put near the end of
the schedule.

h)

Cross-check questions should be used to detect the
accuracy of the information on the spot.

i)

Enough space should be provided for all answers
and margins should be left for making remarks or
notes.
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.QU.E.ST.I .O.N.NAI.RE....T.RANS.LAT.ION

Questionnaires are usually formulated in English. When
implementing the questionnaire, enumerators ask the
questions in the native language spoken by the farmers.
Therefore, to make sure we are getting accurate information,
it is often desirable to translate these questions into the
farmers' · native language. All questions should be worded to
give the same meaning as the original ones and should also
be worded in the way the questions would be asked.
In order
to do a good job of translation one should be very familiar
with local idioms and terminology.
Some tend to believe that the questions ~an be left in
English and that the enumerator can translate them
instantaneously.
Experience suggests that it is highly
unlikely that we will get identical and accurate information
from different enumerators/schedule even though we are
seeking the same information.
Examples where poor translation gave incorrect information:
(English -) Native -) English)
1.

Malawi:
original question: How old are your children?
Translation: How big are your children
The farmer started showing their height.

2.

Kenya (done by the trainees):
Original question: Q.1
residue after harvest?

What did you do with the crop

Translation:
What did you do with the stover that you
harvested after harvesting?
Q.2

Did you apply fertilizer to your wheat this year?

Translation: You are using fertilizer this year for
planting wheat?
These are good examples to illustrate the need for
translating questionnaires, especially if the survey is done
by the enumerators.
If the survey is done by the
researchers themselves (as in Malawi) then we may be able to
skip this step.
The enumerators can be involved in
translating all questions, and if necessary they should be
pre-tested.
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. 5AMP.LI.NG
If the characteristics ·of all members -of a population were
exactly the same, there would -be no need ·to worry about
sampling procedure.
We would only need to select one
individual to identify the population's characteristics.
Ho~ever, the diversity of our biological, social and
economic environment requires that we sample several members
of the population for evaluation before any conclusions can
be drawn.

Purp-o.'s..e . _Qf.. . .'s.ampli.ng: Is to select a subset of the population
that has the same characteristics as the whole group or is
representative of the populat~on.
P.Q,p.u.l.a t..1.o.n: The term "population" refers to all of the
elements (such as farms, households) from which the sample
is actually selected .
.'samples: A representative portion of the population under
study.
Due to resource limitations (time and cost) it is
not feasible to study or sample the entire population.
Sampling minimizes the survey cost and at the same time
enables us to make some valid generalization about the
target group (gives credibility) .
.S.am,pl.ing.._me.thods: There are several different ways of
drawing samples.
It is not our intention to discuss all of
them here.
We shall discuss the most common methods used by
the researchers in this continent.
The sampling methods can
be classified under two broad categories:
1.
2.

Probability samples
Nonprobability samples

prob.abilit.y . . sample : Is the term used to describe the various
ways of drawing a sample that the probability of a
particular individual being included in the survey is known
or can be established with reasonable precision.
The
advantages of probability sampling are:
1.

Risk of sampling bias is minimized

2.

It is possible to draw inferences for the
populations with levels of confidence that could
be estimated statistically

Uonpr.obabili.t.Y.......s.ampl.e: Used when the probabil i ty sampl il1g is
not practical.
A.Probability sampling methods
1.

Simple random sampling
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A random sample procedure insures that each
respondent has an equal chance of being selected.
It is applicable if the population is homogeneous
(which it rarely is). The word . 'random' refers to
the process of selection, not to the properties of
the sample.
steps include:
a)

Define the population

b)

Prepare a list of the population

c)

Each member of the population is assigned a
serial number

d)

Determine the sample size

e)

Selection is made using a random number table
- a predetermined number is selected.

1.

It is easy to implement.

2.

It is ap~ropriate i£ the population is
concentrated in a single area.

3.

Each member of the population has the same
probability of being chosen.

Disadvantage.s :

2.

1.

It is often difficult to obtain a population
list.

2.

The selected units may be geographically
dispersed and therefore expensive to reach .

3.

When the population characteristics are quite
variable, estimates are imprecise.

4.

If the population is not truly homogenous it
may affect the representativeness.

Systematic sampling
Here every Kth u~it from the sampling frame is
chosen.
The sampling interval K = N/n round e d to
the nearest whole number, where N is the total
number in. the population being sampled and n is
the required sample size.
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Adv..ant.age :

It 'is easier an-d quicker than .random sa.mpling.
,Di..s,adv...ant,.ag,e.,;

If the samplinOfra~e is not in random order,
especially if there are periodic irregularities in
the ' list, systematic sampling can lead to biases.
3.

Stratified random sampling

Here an heterogenous population is first divided into
mutually exclusive homogeneous subgroups, then a simple
random sample is selected from each group.
Once the population list is obtained, names are
classified into vatious groups accordini to the
predetermined criteria or known characteristics, such
as type of land, size of farm, source of water, access
to draft power, etc. Once the groups are formed,
random or systematic sampling can be used to ~ollect
the required subsamples from each itratum or group.
This met,hod 'is more efficient than , simple random
or systematic sampling in the sense that the
selected sample is more likely to be
represent~tiVe of the p6pulation from which it was
drawn.
The differences within a group are small,
but differences between groups are relatively
large.
Adv.a n.t,a ,g e.s :

a)

It is easy to carry out.

b)

It guarantees that there are enough cases in
each major group or state, and is very
effective because the ~onrepresentative farms
(extreme values) can be put into a separate
group.

c)

It increases the precision of the statistical
estimates by mtnimizing the variability
wi thin strata. 

d)

useful in getting more information from the
entire population.

Di.s ,a dvan.tage :

1.

Prior knowledge about the population is
necessary for meaningful stratification.
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4.

Multistage sampling
This sampling method combines several of the
. procedures ' discussed earl ier.
Normally two or
three steps are involved:
Two-stage sampling: To select a sample from a
group of villages

a)

List

of

1st stage

all villages
I
I
I
I

Random

.

Sample villages

I
I

2nd stage

I

Randorn/systema:tic

samplelfarmers
A list of farmers within each of the sampled villages
is used to draw the sample of farmers .for that village
b)

Three-stage sampling: To select a sample group of
farmers from a zone or r~gion
All district ·in

..

.1st stage:

.Ithezon~ . o~
I

region
.~~m-dom

I

sample districts
2nd stage: All villages in the sample district

I
I

I
I
Sa!1lple Iyillage,

Random/systemic

3rd stage: All farmers
in the sample village
. I

I

Appropriate
selection method
Sample f~~mers '~or each village
I
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A~.an.tJlg"e..s

1.

"2.

:

When bas~d on geographical units, multistage
sampling can lead to a sUbstantial savings in
travelling time and cost.
It is not necessary to have a complete
sampling frame.
It is possible to build the sampling frame as
the process bf "sampling proceeds.

D.iS.ad:v...ant"age.s :

5.

1.

The procedure is rather complex.

2.

It is difficult to generalize the estimates
to the · popul~tion.

Cluster sampling
Cluster sampling is a special case of multistage
sampling. The population is first divided into
groups or clusters of elementary units. Then a
sample of cluster is drawn by random or systematic
sampling.
Second, all the individuals in the sample cluster
are included in the survey.
In order for cluster
sampling to be of low variance, we need
heterogenous elements within each group.
In
cluster sampling we are talking about geographical
concentration.
Adv..antages :

1.

Reduces travelling time and costs.

2.

A full sampling frame is not required.

D.i..s..adv...an.t..ag.e :

1.

6.

The sample drawn is likely to be less
representative of the population than, for
example, a simple random sampling.

Section

sampli~g

All farms in the are~ are , grouped into sections.
Each section consists of two, three, or four
neighbouring farmers who can be interviewed by an
enumerator in one day. These sections are used as
"units of sampling". This is a modification of
cluster sampling.
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.AdY.ant.a..c~1-e.s

:

1.

This technique meets all the necessary
requirement of random sampling.

2.

It improves the speed of the survey.

3.

It saves travelling, and ;reduces cost,
difficulty, and hazards of field work .

.P.r.ac.t.i.c.aL.pmbl ems 1e.adingj!Lnonr.andom sampling:
1.

Lack of frames from which to sample

2.

Lack of funds

3.

Problems of substituting farms due to nonresponse··

4.

Problem of atcessibility

llo..npr.-Op ab i

1.

Ii s t

i

c~..ampling.-m.e..t.hQds:

Accidental sampling:
Sample those individuals who happen to corne along.
The risk of bias is very obvious (lazy,' part-time,
non-representative, etc.)
I

2.

purposive sampling (judgement sampling):
This is the deliberate selection of a sample by
the researcher to obtain a representative cross- ..
section of the population. samples are drawn to··
represent/illustrate some particular
characteristics in the population. For example,
in studying a new technology which is not widely
adopted (a new variety), only those individuals
known to have adopted the new method might be
sampled.

3.

Quota. sampling:
Quota sampling is used when stratified sampling is
desired but a list· of- population units in each
strata is not available. The enumerator visits
farmers and asks screening questions to determine
which stratum each farmer belongs to.
Quotas are established for differ~nt groups in the
population. ~ . sampling proceeds using either 1)
accidental or purposi"ve sampling until the
required number of individuali to fill each quota
has been obtained, or 2) random or systematic
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sampling to f~ll the required quotas, in which
case quota sampling becomes a special form of
stratified sampling.
In actual practice, one is free to use a
combination of these approaches .
in s..a.mp.lin,g
.Maio.r practic.al cons..id.e.r.ations
.., -
.

1.

Defining the sampling unit

2.

Obtaining the sampling frame

3.

Determining the sampling method

4.

Determining the sample size

..D..e.f.in1nJJ,-.t.h.e..-.S..aJnP.l..1 ng un i t

The choice of sampling unit depends on the purpose of the
study. OFR/FSP usually focuses on farm families. H~wever,
clear identification of characteristics of the sampling unit
or farm familyun~er investigation is very important .
. Qb..tain1n.g~th.LS.ampling-.f.r..a.me '.
The major restriction to the use of probabilistic sampling
is the sampling frame. Developing a proper frame and
drawing a reliable sample is probably one of the greatest
difficulties in data collection in rural areas. It is often
unlikely that you ' will find a "perfectly complete" sampling
frame ~t the level of the primary sampling unit.
All available sampling frames must be evaluated to determine
which is most appropriate. At the village level several
possibilities may exist and the researcher must evaluate
each and determine its adequacies or inadequacies. Examples
are: extension agent list, club membership list, irrigation
parcel, voters list, cooperative membership list, credit
union list, and ten cell lists.
It is important that the researcher should be aware of the
biases that characterize his or her sampling frame before
using it. In the final analysis selecting a sampling frame
is a compromise. The researcher must weigh the magnitude of
the biases that will be introduced by using a better
population list. If you are using an available list make
sure they are up . to date and all sampling units as you
define them are ~ncluded.
If the sampling frame is not available then one has to make
a list. Under such circumstances use a multi stage
sampling.

D.e....t.e.rminin.g_t.he.......s..aID.P.l.i.n.~L..m.e.t.hQ.ds
Choice of sampling methods depends on:
a}

Objective of the survey

b)

Nature of the research. problems

c}

Available population list

d}

Logistical problems of field work

e)

Time and money available

f)

Common sense

Examples
1.

Interested in average values and distribution of values
for a variable in one small village - simple random
sampling.

2.

Interested in estimating the value for the whole
province - cluster sampling.

3.

If we are interested in comparing the values between
two different technologies - or distinguishing groups
stratified sampling.

4

Population lists do not exist, but are interested in
making inter-group comparison - quota sampling.

5.

Financial resources ate limit~d. but the research goal
is simply to generate hypotheses a non random sampling.

6.

Interested in a scientific sampling over a large area 
cluster sampling .

. Det.e.rmining._s..a mple......s.1.z.e

The sample size is determined

by~

1.

Variability of local farm conditions

2.

Degree of precision required

3.

Available time and money

4.

Type of data handling facility

5.

Available trained personnel

6.

Details and complexity of the questionnaire
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statistical formulaS are available to estimate the - sample
size, but such guides are often academic. As a rough guide,
the conventional wisdom suggest t;hat · we need a minimum of
20-25 cases in each of the major sample categories in order
to make comparisons between the groups.
For our purposes a
final sample size of 40 is usually sufficient for meaningful
statistical analysis in a homogeneous group of farmers.
Normally we select about 50 farmers so that we may
eventually end up with 40 (non representative,
substitution).
If the sample size is smaller then it may
cause some problems in testing hypotheses.
Substitution may be necessary in a survey because:
1.

The source . list may be wrong or out-of-date and
consequently it may be impossible to find all farms in
the same list.

2. ,

Rural r 'o ads and bridges are impassable during the rainy
season so that ' it may be - difficult t6 reach a
particular farm that is listed.

3.

The selected farmer may not belong to our target group.

It is important to make sure that the substitute farmer is
in the same category group and possesses the same
characteristics as the farmer originally chosen for
interview.
N.Q.t.e:

1.

Designing the sample and organizing the logistics of
field work are often complementary.

2.

Be pragmatic in your approach .

3.

Knowledge of the area and subjective judgement of the
researchers are also crucial in selecting villages and
samples.

4.

Use the simplest procedure that will permit the
achievement of the research goal. A simple method
takes less time and less money for implementation.
Remember it is a false economy to use a procedure which
is simple to implement but does not permit the
researchers to make statistically valid generalizations
about the target population.

5.

Make sure that you are aware of the limitations of each
approach.
Use your own random technique but be aware
of possible biases.
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6.

It is probably best to avoid local extension workers in
selecting farmers. - Biased selection of farmers would
lead to biased answers. and c6nclusions.

7.

Accessibility also should be given due consideration in
sampling.

8.

As much as possible cover all the areas of the target
group.

9.

Statistical feasibility and practical feasibility
conflicts.

10.

Under no circumstances should the researcher choose a
sample larger than the financial and personnel
resources can justify.

11.

sample design and field work preparation are
complementary.

oft~n
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.5..E.L.E.CT.I .N.G.... _E.N.UME.RATQRS

Enumerators are needed to administer surveys in which
standard questionnaires are used to gather a uniform set of
data from a preselected sample of farmers.
The success of
any survey largely depends on the enumerators. A good
schedule and good subsequent analysis and presentation
cannot compensate for mistakes made by enumerators.
Enumerator selection and training has a definite influence
on the quality of the survey.
Based on our experience, we have observed four possible
sources of enumerators:
1.

Evaluation unit or farm management unit enumerators 
presumably .trained in data collection.

2.

Researchers themselves as enumerators - fewer problems
of nonsampling error .

3.

Use of local extension staff - important to get them
involved at the very early stages.

4.

New recruits - require much supervision and attention .

. co.usi.de.ra.t .i .o ns......in.. ...enu.m.er.at Q.L_.s..e le..c.tiQn
1.

....

')

Personality:
a)

Enumerators need to have a friendly, outgoing
personality.

b)

They must have a habit of working hard and
travelling under unfavourable weather and
transport conditions.

c)

They must be patient, tactful, open-minded and
sympathetic towards the farmer's problems.

d)

Since no two farmers are the same, the enumerators
need some flexibility.

Local knowledge:
a)

The enumerators must have some knowledge of
farming and must know the locality fairly well .
They must have general knowledge of local farm
conditions and practices.

b)

They should be familiar with local idioms, units
of measurement, etc.

c)

They should be familiar with the local customary
laws and the culture of the target group .
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d)

3.

Enumerators should be fluent in the local
language. This makes the respondent more
confident in expressing himself, especially when
he/she has had limited formal education.

Enumerators should have sufficient education to:
a)

Do simple arithmetic calculations.

b)

Make some measurements on the farm.

c)

Be able to complete the questionnaire without
difficulty.

d)

Be able to extract the elements relevant for a
particular question, especially when the
respondent is not specific or to the point.
If
the respondent does not provide the answer
required one has to use other ways of asking the
same questions without changing the meaning.

4.

Enumerators must be absolutely honest ahd motivated to
do the job. Poorly motivated enumerators either quit
the survey halfway or even attempt to falsify the -data.

5.

Racial and ethnic background is relevant in some
societies based on historical d~velopment.
Enumerators
from the same ethnic group may find it easier to adopt
the "right" language and to use the local customs in
approaching the farmer.

6.

AQe and sex of the enumerators depends on the survey
objectives and the culture of the ta~get ~rotip.
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.,EN.llME.RAT.QR......T.RAI.NIN.G

Training the enumerator is another key step in formal
surveys.
Th'e e:numerator must know thoroughly how to use the
questionnaire so that he/shem~kes'no mistakes.
The idea is
to produce a team of enumerators who administer the
questionnaire uriiformly without biasing the results.
One
could provide two types of training:
1.

Office training

2.

On the job-training ~.go out into the field and
interview a few farmers under the personal
supervision of the researcher or an experienced
person.
This may be done at the pretesting stage.
Ideally the training should include classroom
se~sioris as well as fi~ld sessions. ~ During the
training, one shotild assist th~ enumerators to
.c reate their own fi.eld books.

Training objectives/purposes: There are three major
objectives in tr~ining enumerators :

A.

1.

To provide an orientation

2.

To instruct in the business of interviewing

3.

To

familiariz~

.Qr.i .eu.t .a.t.i .o.p :

them with the questionnaire.

Should provide the following:

1.

Provide orientation about the purpose of the
research and the objectives of the survey.
Explain what a survey is.

2.

Provide an orientation to the are:a and farming
system being studied:
possibly a tour of the area
social and institutional structure including
the local authorities.

3.

Orientation to the concepts and terminologies
used, i.e., define survey terms (farming system,
target group, sample, etc.).

4.

Orientation to the organization's field work:
sampling procedure, i.e., how villages and
farmers have been chosen
number of farmers/villages or area
logistical support
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timetable for interviews
person to be interviewed: decision maker,
divided responsibility in farming
mode of payment, timing, support, etc.
B.

.B.usine.s..5-.O..f._inter.v.ie.w ing:

Tell enumerator to
remember that the farmer is the important person in the
process.
1.

Introduction:
Greet the farmer in the local way.
Introduce himself/hersel f,_ name, area of origin,
present job, etc.
Explain the purpose of the visit - objectives of
the survey.

2.

Confidentiality - Assure the respondent of the
confidentiality of the information obtained.

3.

-Say how and why the respondent has been chosen .

. 4.

Place and timing of the interview - when it is
most convenient to the farmer (normally at the end
of harvest.
.::.:

5.

How to ask questions:
give farmer plenty of time, do not rush
try to avoid asking stupid questions, and
especially avoid asking questions already
answered
try to keep farmer on track - tactfully
record the relevant, specific answers; do not
write down everything
take care not to suggest answers
be tolerant if the farmer does not
understand: rephrase the question and give
time to respond
be alert for inconsistent answers and try to
check on them.
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C.

6.

Duration o£ the interview - maximum one-and-a half
hours.
The actual amount of time spent for each
interview depends on the capability of the
enumer~tor ' and the intelligence, concentration
span, and coopera~i~? of the farmer.

7

Termination of the interview - at the end make
sute you thank the respondent for the time spent
and his/her willingness to provide the
information. Before leaving the respondent, the
enumerator should check the questionnaire to see
whether all the questions have be~n asked and
answered objectively and co~rectly.

8.

Missing respondents or uncooperative respondent 
must be replaced

.F...a mil.ia.r . i.z.at.1Q n . __o..f._..Que.st..i .ouna.i .r .e :

It is important to make sure that the enumerator
understands all the questions that are being asked.
Enumerators should have clear and consistent views on
what information is needed i interpretation of
questions, how they should be asked, and how and where
to record the answers.
The best way to do this is to use the enumerator and
the trainer. Use the professionals to interpret the
intention of the questions and the type of answer
expected. The enumerator then phrases the question in
local language.
You could ask the participants to
comment on the translation.
The trainer can then
provide hypothetical answer and request the enumerator
to record it. As you go through the questionnaire ask
the enumerators to create their own field books to
assist them during the survey.
While elaborating the questionnaire concentrate on six
things:
1.

Translation - local idioms and phrases. Make sure
that all enumerators are using the same term .

2.

Handling tables - explain the instructions at the
bottom of the table.

3.

Types of measurement - local units and methods.
Also traDslate into commonly used units, so that
there is an unde~5tanding of equivalence.
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4.

Difficult areas:
a)
b)
c)
d)

labour use details
yield data
farm size and crop acreage
subjective questions

5.

Internal consistency - check. This a1so should be
tested while pretesting. Make sure' that you
explain each question,intluding its purpose,
explain any measurements to be made, etc.

6.

This should be another check of the questionnaire.
If it is difficult to train an enumerator on a
specific it~m, you may have to change, rephrase,
or drop the item.

.PRE.T.E.S.T.lNG....THE.....QJJ.E..s..T.I .ONNAIRE

No matter how well a questionnaire is drafted, there is
always some doubt about its adaptability to the actual
target group under consideration.
It is possible that some
items listed in the schedule arei.r.r.e.l .ev..an.t to local
conditions; that some items of particular importance in the
area are .o..YeI.l..o.o.ke.d; or that questions are not worded in the
familiar fashion and are not perfectly understood by
farmers.
Pretesting the questionnaire will help to identify
these problems; to include those items which are missing and
to delete those found irrelevant and redundant, thereby
revising the question, the format, or instructions on the
use 6f the · schedtile.
Pretesting the questionnaire is simply a minisurvey to:
evaluate the validity of the question
evaluate the structure of the questionnaire
develop the precoded response categories in the
i.e., testing the data instrument

~uestionnaire,

Specific objectives of pretesting:
1.

To see whether the sequence followed is the best to
obtain the maximum farmer cooperation.
one section should automatically lead into another
section
adequacy of introduction to new sections
e-arly questions:
simple to answer
help establish rapport with the farmer
should build the farmer's confidence
grouping of subject matter

'j
L.

•

To determine which questions are not easily understood
by the enumerators and/or farmers.
The questions
should be explicit .and clearly understood with no
ambiguity.
Very often farmers do have difficulties in
understanding questions because of:
a)

poor translation

b)

unfamiliar terms

c)

illogical ordering
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d)

complicated constructions

The questions for which:
the enumerator got the same answers
the farmers could not answer
the answer indicated that the farmer did not
understand the question
that took considerable time to answer
Needs scrutiny - often rephrasing the question will
remedy the problem.
3.

To check whether the format of the question is OK.
If 
the format is adequate the enumerators should be able
to fill in the answers directly without any difficulty.
Notes and calculations on the margin are a clear
indication of a poorly developed questionnaire.

4.

To check whether there are aqverse · reactions from the
farmers to any foreseen or unforeseen sensibive
questions.

5.

To check for logical consistency (internal).

6.

To test the training and understanding of the
enumerators. This will provide an opportunity for the
~esearch€r to identify whether the enumerators are
likely to encounter any problems in administering the
questionnaire.
The researcher could identify gaps in -,
the enumerator's experience and provide additional
training to fill the gaps that might have been caused
by inadequate training.

7.

To identify the irrelevant questions.

8.

To identify the missing information.

9.

To estimate the time requirements for the interview.

10.

To

11.

To test the adequacy ~f precoding.
This will enable
the research~r to find out whether he/she has all
possible answers.

pr~test

the tabulation setup of tables.

Wllo.doe.s......t he.pre .::::.t.e.5.t ing :
Only experienced enumerators ar~ capable of observing
problems that the respondents might have in answ~ring th~
questioll.
Usually, pretesting is done by the researcher
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using already trained enumerators . . Occasionally, training
of enumerators is combined with pretesting the
questionnaire.
The researcher should note down questions where problems
aris~ and note which questions are misunderstoo~by the
enumerator and/or the farmer .

. W.he.r.e..... shQl11d..pr.e.testing....h.e......dQue :
For pretesting.to be very effective, farmer~ typical of the
target population must be interviewed.
Note:
1.

A pretest must be made in all target agroclimatic areas
where the - survey will be ' conducted.

2.

The farmers interviewed must have the same ..
socioeconomic characteristics as the target population.

3.

The pretest should also permit us to identify
translation problems that arise from differences in the
dialect spoken by the translators and the target
population.

Summ.ary

Based on the problems encountered. and the experience gained,
the questionnaire should be revised.
Once the research team
is satisfied with the questionnaire, the final version can
be prepared and duplicated for the actual survey.
The researcher has to balance time and funds to avoid
spending too much of them before the actual survey.
It is
important to note, however, that pretesting a questionnaire
saves time and money in the long run.
When all corrections are made based on pretesting, the
questionnaire is mass produced to be used in the survey.
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..F.I .E.LD__.IMP.L£.ME.tlTAT..l_QUJ).F_ .S.U.RVE.Y__QR
. QUES.T..lQNNJ:._IRE_-ADMINlST.RAT..ION.

This deals with the data collection process.
preparation of the survey:
1.

Questionnaire completed, translated, and pretested

2.

Enumerators recruited and trained

3.

The administrators and local leaders should be informed

4.

The target group should be generally informed about the
exercise

5.

Develop a cordial relationship with the enumerators so
that they can freely discuss the problems

6.

Prepare a schedule for interview and make sure
logistical arrangements are OK

th~t

In administering a questionnaire, the researcher will be the
main administrator and the enumerator will be the
implementor. The accuracy of the information obtained
depends on many factors:
1.

a well-prepared questionnaire

2.

the training of the enumerators

3.

tactfulness of the enumerator

4.

respondent's ability to understand the question

5.

respondent's willingness to supply the desired
information.

6.

respondent's recall ability

7.

congenial relationship between the farmer and the
enumerator

8.

effective field supervision

9.

adequacy of field prepatation

We shall concentrate on five problem areas:
1.

obtaining cooperation from the village leaders

2.

obtaining cooperation from the farmers

3.

scheduling and designing

~ield

work
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4.

supervising the enumerator

5.

special problems in field implementation

1.

"Ob.t.aining... . "c.o"QPer.a.t.ion._fr.o.ffi"...y..i .ll.a ge..".l.e"a.de.r.s :
strangers may be treated with a great deal of
suspicion and curiosity.
It may be necessary to get approval from the local
officials- depends on the country.
'Inform village leaders

2.

a)

nature and purpose of survey

b)

make it clear that the information is
used for research only and will not be
made availabie to government officials,
the tax officer, etc.

c)

introduce the proposed research
s·chedule ..

.Q bt"ain"".. c.o.op..er..a tiou_fr.OID."".. t h.e. . "Y"il.l"ag.tL..f..ar.l1ler..s :
Tarmer cooperation is vital to get ·true answers and can
be influenced by several factors.
a)

Villag.e.""..Qr.i .eut..a.t.ioD, i. e. researchers' knowledge
of the village and farming situation before
beginning the interview increases their
sens..i.t .i vit"y and "un.ders"tanding of the problems
faced by the farmers and their local customs.
I

b ) f ...ar.m.er.'s.!"..".. b"e..l ..i "e.fs about the purpose of the research
(stress that information is confidential).
c)

.T.he.. . .t .ime... ".th e . . illt.er"v.i"e.w .. i's ." COD due..t .ed
should be conducted at the farmers'
convenience
best time is when there is little
agricultural work in progress
always make sure that you arrive at the
agreed time

d)

. T.h e.....enu.me.r .a t.oI.. I".,S."" .b ehav.i"Q.ur :
The quality of the answer ~iven is also influenced
by the respondent's feelings towards the
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interviwer. Should try to maintain a good
relationship wit') the sample farmers as well as
the others.

e)

Inc.ent.iv..e-P.aym.ent :
This aspect is of questionable value for obtaining
reliable information.

If the enumerator discovers during the course of the
interview that the respondent is giving false answers, then
there may be a need for probing. During probing, do not
suggest or hint at the answer, and make sure that you do not
annoy the respondent.
Instead, repeat the qUestion within
its framework but using your own words so that the
respondent is willing to give an answer that is more
correct .

very importailt
unless errors are identified .and corrected at the
early stage, they will be repeated throughout the
survey; (useless data, re-interviewing each
respondent) .

Attenti.Qu _..l11us_t...-.h.e._ ..p_aid __tQ_.b_o..t h..__m.e_t .h.o.dQ1_o9i_c_al__and.._..l.o.g.i:s.tic.al
ctetail..s

supervision of the enumerators is considered vital for many
reasons.
1.

To re-emphasize the difficult aspects of the
questionnaire.

2.

To assist in handling problems, such as refusal to
answer.

3.

Checking the questionnaire for errors, omissions, and
illegal answer. do not leave any space blank.

4.

To provide moral support.

5.

To ensure that the " enume r ator is actually interviewing
the farmers.

6.

To ensure that the enumerator's relationship with
farmers is good.

7.

To collect the completed questionnaire:
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Wheneve~ problems and errors are observed,
immediately explain and instruct the enumerator
how to avoid repeating the mistake.

A careful review also encou~ages the enumerator to
be more careful in recording the data.

an adequat8 supply of questionnaires
an adequate supply of pencils, papers, and other
special items
good means of transport
pay enumerators at. regular or predetermined intervals
make sure that they are getting the basic living
facili t ·ies
Visiting the interviewer frequently will not only improve
the quality of ·data collected, but also increase the
sup8rvisor's knowledge of the - local farming area.
The questionnaire is the most important tool in any survey;
therefore great care must be taken to see that it is filled
in torrectly and fully.
As soon as possible after leav~ng
the respondent, the enumerator should go through the
questionnaire for iticomplete answers.
It . is very important
to have all the blank spaces filled in and to leave no
question unanswered.
The researcher should develop a program to follow up and
confirm whether the enumerator has done the job or not.
The
supervisor should collect the completed questionnaire as
soon as possible, ideally on the same day.
Problems can
then be identified and corrected early .

. f..i.e~d... ..w.Q.rk-_.de.s.i.9D
Many factors which can influence the design of field work.
1.

sample size and geographical distribution

2.

Number of enumerators

3.

Time required for each interview

4.

Number of farmers interviewed p8r day

5.

Number of

supervisor/research-e"t~s

available
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6.

Total number of days available to complete the survey
and prepare the subsequent survey report.

7.

Accommodation and transport

8.

Total fund available to complete the survey

Field work should be arranged in such a way that the
enumerators have sufficient time to complete the number of
interviews assigned. The work should be planned so that the
researcher/supervisor can move around freely to spend
sufficient time supervising the enumerators. It will be
even better if the researcher can carry out one or two
interviews with the enumerator.
It is important for the enumerator to know the location of
the farmers selected. otherwise time and resourcei can be
wasted looking for various farms.
Farm visits should be
scheduled in such a way that farmers will not be wa~ting a
considerable amount of time for the enumerator to turn up.
If the scheduling has been poorly organized, there is a
danger that farmers may be present in groups. This can
obstruct the farmer being interviewed, as some visitors
might answer or suggest and answer before the person being
interviewed replies.
Farmers may listen to the first farmer
being interviewed and repeat the same answer. Avoid keeping
farmers waiting while the other farmer is being interviewed.

1.

Rewording a question - paraphrasing the question in
their own words (read the questions as they are
wri tten) .

2.

Question order - may bias farmers' answers.

3.

Speeding the interview - accuracy rather than speed is
the primary objective. Make sure that each interview
takes approximately the same amount of time by
instructing the enumerator, using a starting and
finishing time on the first page of the questionnaire.
I~terviewers should never be paid according to the
number of schedules completed.

4.

Inappropriate respondent (sampling unit):
selected the wrong person during sampling.
In
such cases the interview should be terminated and
a replacement selected. Termination of an
interview is very difficult. Be diplomatic and
natural.

5.

Refusals: After being contacted the respondent may
refuse to be interviewed.
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.

Reasons for refusal:
farmer may not be clear about the objective
interviewer was disrespectful
previous bad experience with some , enumerators or
researchers
Every effort must be made to explain things to the
farmer., If the attempt of the supervisor fails then
select another res~ondent. If the farmer is "forced to
cooperate by village leaders, the 'quality of the
interview will be poor.
6.

Missing respondents: The most critical nonresponse
problem arises when the ' interviewer cannot locate the
selected ' faimer~.
If th~ ~ar~er is not available interviewer should
never complete the 'interview by asking the
questions of any available person.
should be made to find out about his/her
future availability (date and time).
'

At~empts

Faili:n'g that, ' logistical 'problems may dictate
finding a replacement. This is one of the reasons
for having a larger sample size th~n needed.

1.

Inadequated~tails

2.

S,ampl ing ' error. '.

3.

Nonsampling error or enumeration bias.

1.

Respondent does not, have the information asked for but
provides an answer in an effort to save face or to be
helpful.
Source:

2.

Type of information required is simply
not known in the study area, i~e'l
measurement of area, weights, income.

2)

Dividedrespon~ibilities in decision
making result in respondent not knowing ,
the answer ..

1)

Mistrust ofsu,r vey objective.

2)

Fear that sensitive ~ersonal information
may be known to the community.

3)

Noncooperative attitude, feels survey is
a waste of time.

Respondent has forgotten the event or canrtot recall the
details with accuracy.
Source:

4.

1)

Respondent claims that he/she does not have the
information or deliberately misleads.
Source:

3.

in collected data to do the job.

1)

Time lag.

2)

Information not well registered or
difficult to register.

3)

Respondent was not directly involved in
the event.

4)

Respondent has a poor memory (for
example, of harvest, labour,
expenditure, etc.).

5)

Respondent is tired, distracted, or in a
hurry during interview.

Enumerator asking the question improperly, thus missing
the focus.
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Source:

1)

Enumerator is inadequately trained in
content and use of interview form.

2)

Language problem between researcher and
enumerator or enumerator and farmer.

3)

Interview form is inadequate (not
sufficiently explicit, not properly
translated) .

-4)
5.

Enumerator does not ask the question at all.
-Source:

6.

7.

1)

Interview ~s not done due to enumerator
absence, disability, transport problem,
or dishonesty.

2)

Question is obviou~ly redundant or
unreasonable so he does not want to
embarrass himself or annoy the
respondent.

3)

Enumerator expects a particular answer
on the basis of earlier responses
patterns, thus records it without
confirmation.

Respondent misinterprets the question.
Source:

\

Enumerator may be tired, in a hurry, or
just sloppy.

1)

Questions are inadequately translated
into local idioms.

2)

Question too complex and confusing.

3)

Respondent is relatively dull or sick.

4)

Enumerator conducting interview too
rapidly.

5)

The respondent is tired, distracted or
in a hurry.

The enumerator misunderstands the response.
Source:

1)

Lack of fluency in the local language.

2)

Enumerator unfamiliar with survey area
and research problems.

3)

Enumerator is rushed or distracted.

,
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8.

Questions and responses identify quite unintended
information.
Source:

9.

1)

Insufficient understanding of local
institutions and idioms.

2)

Failure to ask supplemental questions to
confirm the information, e.g., crop
sales.

Enumerat6r misrecords information on the questionnaire.
Source:

1)

2)

confusing layout of the interview
schedule - entry points not clearly
delimited, ordering not uniform, type,
unit, number, etc.
If the interview schedule is precoded,
~onfused in the use of
~.
codes.

~numeratoris

10.

3)

Inconsistent assignment of codes for
same item among different interview
forms.

4)

Poor quality of duplication of the
schedule.

5)

Use of conventions not familiar to
enumerator, e.g., decimal points.

6)

Inadequate enumerator training.

7)

Enumerator is rUshed or

th~

carel~ss.

Completed schedules are damaged or lost.
Source:

1)

Pencil entries smear (using soft lead).

2)

Paper falls out of schedule.

3)

Schedule booklet lost in travel between
interview sites.

4)

Completed schedule left with the
enumerator too long.

5)

Theft.

6)

Enumerator holds data as a 'hostage' in
salary 'negotiations'.

7 )

Not enough support, i.g., raincoats,
umbrellas, etc .
•

"

"

..

'
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11.

..

Errors introduced in converting from local units into
units required for analysis.
Source:

1)
2)
3)

12.

Necessary equipment is not available,
e.g., scales, tape measures .
..
Lack of . competence in the use of
measuring equipment.
Respondents may not permit measurements,
e.g. of harvest weight.

Errors in summar.izing _and transferring data.
1)

Clerical error - copying data onto code sheets.

2)

computational errors - introduced when aggregating
data. Errors from preparing data for computer
processing.

Source:

1)

Poor quality of initial entry.

2)

Damaged forms. _

3)

Poor arithmetic skills of field or
office personnel.

4)

Confusing schedule layout.

S)

.



Inaiten~ive or sloppy work of office

personnel.
Most of these nonsampling ~trors could be minimized through
adequate training of enumerators and close . supervision of
the field survey.
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By the time a survey is completed we have some information
or observations (both qualitative and quantitative) that are
unorganized. Before a data set can be used fOr decision
making the data should be summarized, analysed, and the
pertinent information extracted. Data analysis and
presentation is an important step in the diagnostic process.
Data should be analysed and presented within the shortest
time possible and used to plan on-farm experimentation.
We shall briefly discuss data preparation, methods of data
analysis, common methods of data presentation, and common
analytical (statistical) tools or techniques used in
analysing survey data.
~

0

." -

t '·

To summarize the data collected from the respondents.
2•

To interpret the data collected and to derive some
meaningful conclusions or inferences.

3.

To present the data in ~ ~~y that communicates the
results of the study successfully.

-Typ...e.s.,... of · data

In order to make the data analysis efficient and easier to
use, it is useful to differentiate the various types of data
collected.
Cardinal values~ i.e., quantitative measures
ordinal values,' i.e., qualitative measures
Verbal or descriptive answers
Yes and no answers
Dates (e.g., timing of operations)
Each type of data should be handled differently in preparing
for the analysis.

The method of data analysis should be decided upon during
the planning stages of the formal survey. Important
consideration are the size of the sample, length of the
questionnaire, and time and resources available. One could
use anyone of the following methods.
1.

~jmple

a)

tabulatiQn

Tabulating from questionnaires:
Questionnaires are grouped by target group.
each variable, frequencies or averages are

For
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calculated by hand calculator. This is done
separately for each target group.
b)

Tabular sheets:
Using large sheets of lined paper, transfer data
from questionnaires. Questionnaires are also
grouped according to target group for ease of
comparison.

Advantages are that the method is simple to learn,
quick, and the researcher develops a feel for the data.
Disadvantages are that the method is time consuming
with large samples and unsuitable for complex analysis.

This method is more sophisticated than tabular sheets.
The strip or card holds only one row of data for one
farmer.
The strips/cards - can be arranged for columns
to coincide for all farmers or target groups. One
advantage of this method is that strips/cards can be
reordered to place farmers in different groups or
subgroups. The method is also fairly easy , and quick
though it is unsuitable for complex analysis.
3.

.coJllPut.er.s
This method involves use of microcomputers or larger
main frame computers. Depending on pre survey design
the following steps may be ' necessary:
a)

b)
c)
d)

postcode data
transfer data to data sheets
punch data into terminal, cards, or tape
apply statistical programme

If a pre coded questionnaire is used, data can be
entered directly from the questionnaire onto the
computer, cards, or tape.
The advantages of computer analysiS are:
a)
b)
c)

easier handling of large data sets
capability for complex analysis
access to diverse range of analytical techniques

Some important disadvantages
a)
b)
c)
d)

are~

needs expertise ,and experience
computers are expensive
computers are unreliable where spares, power
sources, and service facilities are poor
a suitable statistical programme may not be
available
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Computer analysis may be desirable when:
a)

the sample size is more" than 100, or if you get above a
3000 cell matrix.

b)

the study area is rather complex and the analysis
requires a large number of cross-tabulations.

The choice basically depends on the availability of computer
and technical·skill.
Irrespective of the method used, the
data must be prepared for analysis.

The first step in data preparation is coding.
Coding
consists 'of assigning a symbol (code - usually · a number) to
a response.
during coding all important tnformation from
the questionnaire .has to be .transferred onto coding sheets.
coding data , is usually done by preparing a so-called 'code
book' . .

.w.e .ne.ea.. ..t.Q.....C.Qd.tL.inf.o.rma..t.io..n·
a)

Because the easiest way to collect information from
'farmers is to use worded questions and worded answers
but it is difficult and cumbersome to analyse worded
answe.rs directly.

b)

For analysis we need to organise information not in
. terms of questions and ' ans~ers but in terms of
variables and numbers.

c)

to go from worded questions and answers to variables·
and numbers we need to code the data.
We ~ n~ed to
transform the answers of the respondent into a standard
form that matches the questions form~lated in the
questionnaire.

a)

We can pre code our questions so that we make the
transformation from worded answerS to numerical data as
we administer the questionnaire..

b)

Or we can postcode the worded answers that we have
recorded after we get ' the questionnaires back into the
office.

Some information does not need pre- 'or postcoding
(information that is given in numer'i cal form, s·uch as area
of land cropped or quantity of bags ~f fertiliser
purchased) .
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There are advantages and disadvantages to either:

AruLan.tag.e.'s
Precoding

Postcoding

.D.i s"adv.ant.ag.e's

1. Simplifies sub
sequent tabulation
and analysis

1. Questionnaire
development is
more complicated

2. Reduces time taken
to create code book
after survey

2. Makes question
naire more
difficult to
comp.1ete

1. Simplifies the
development and
completion of the
questionnaire

1. Requires more
time. and work
between completing
survey and
tabulation and
analysis

Wbether we precode or postcode we need to keep track of how
we transform the information the farmers give us from worded
questions and answers to variables with numeric values. We
keep track of these transformations by creating a code book.
In the code book'we relate questions to variabl~ numbers and
~odes (or numerical vaiues of variables).
~husthe code
book has three columns:
.
Question No.

Variable No.

Code No.

The question number refers to the question ' on the
questionnaire form and serves to remind us what the question
was and what the variable is related to. The code is the
numerical value assigned to a variable which tells us what
specific answers were given to the related questi6n for a
particular farmer.
Table 1 illustrates how the information
from ~ questionnaire is " transferred into a table using a
code book.

if so what type(s} of
fertiliser did you apply?

._COOlP_Qund

U~a

3

R

E

R
M

A

F

2

E
R

M

R

A

F

Q3.

Q2.

Q1.

Q3.

..

Q2.

Q1.

if so what type(s} of fertiliser

Did you apply fertiliser to your
maize last season? Ye.s

How many hectares of maize did
you cuI tivate last season? .1 .•..0

Did you grow hybrid maize last
season'?
N.Q

if so what type(s} of fertiliser
did you apply?
' "

How many hectares of maize .
did you cultivate last
season?
.O_..!j
Did you apply fertiliser to
your maize last season?
NQ

Did you grow hybrid maize
last season?
No

4&S

3

Did you apply fertiliser.to
3
your maize last seaseon?
.Ye.s

. ..... . . .

Q3.

1

1

.2

Variable

QNO.

2

. . . . . .. .

Yes

Q2.

Did you grow hybrid
maize last season?

.Co_de_.. .B.Q.o.k

How many hectares of maize
did you cultivate last
season?
1.---.5

Ql.

Questionn.a i.re..5

.. . .. . . . . . . . .. ..... . . . . . ... . . .. ..... . ..... ...

I

E
R

M

A
R

F

Table I

3

2

FmN
I

vI
I
2
2

v2
1.0

I.S
O.S

l=compound
2=arnmonium nitrate
3=urea
4=other

2=110

l=yes

No ..

Code
I=yes
2=no

D.a..t.a . .T.a.bl.e
v3
I
2
I
1

M

v4
3

N

.c-.

M
M

1

vS
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During coding it is important to remember the following:
1.

Every variable should have a variable name/or number,
coding categories for each variable, and the column
range.

2.

It is useful to give variables names as well as
numbers. The names help to quickly identify what
question a variable relates to and reduces the amount
of cross checking needed between questionnaire and, code
book.
'

3.

Some questions have more than one variable related,to 
them, e.g., Q3. The number of variables related to any
question is determined by the number of possible
answers anyone farmer can give. Thus in Q3 farmers ; .•'=t
can give up to 3 answers so there are 3 variables
related to Q3.

4.

The actual answer given is assigned a code. Thus each
variable may have a number of codes, depending on the
number of possible different types of answer that can
be given for that variabl~.

5.

Answers given in numerical terms can be coded exactly
as they are given. The code book information is still
needed to determine which variable is assigned this
numeric answer.
t

•

',.

6.

Sometimes data are not provided by farmer either
&
because he does not know the answer, or more often
.
because an answer is not applicable to him. - For farmer ,i
2, the second part of Q3 is not applicable. This data
should be coded as missing. The form and the handling
of missing value indicators depend on the software.

7.

Each variable for an~ one farmer can only have one
value. Thus if it is decided that farmers can give two
answers to one part of any question, we need to create
two variables to analyse the answers.

8.

Qualitative or discrete data can be coded by using a
number, e.g., source of seed.

9.

In the process of coding the order of questions should
not be changed - it should be the same order as appears
in the questionnaire.

10.

The coding of all variables from one questionnaire
should be done in one step.
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11.

It is important to stress that the code book is
constantly needed during data analysis to check:
a)

which variable needs to be analysed to answer any
specific question; and

b)

to translate the codes back to real answers.

The presentat~on of data is dictated by the purpose for
which data is collected:
a)
b)

to simply reproduce and summarize the data collected
to establish some relationships/or facts

Normally information is presented in the form of:
Tables (including crop calendars)
Pictures; bistograms, box charts, box plots, scatter
diagrams, graphs
Mathematical relationships
We shall-discuss these irr ~detail in the ' subsequent
sections

1.

Descriptive statistics for various variables include:
means, mode, range, proportions, frequency counts,
histograms, standard deviation, box plots.

2.

Analysis of functional relationships between various
variables: cross-tabulations, scatter ·grams, graphs,
correlations, regression analysis. Chi-square:!.2 t-test

I

.Me.an:

The arithmetic mean is the simple average
value of a set of data

x

= £'.!-

where

x

n

n

= the actual
value
= the number

observation of
of observations

The value that occurs with the greatest
frequency.
It may not exist or may not be
-unique
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.M.e.di..a n :

Is the middle value or the arithmetic mean of
the middle values of a set of data. The
median divides the observations into two
equal h~lves or parts. The values that
divide the observations or histogram into 4
parts are called quartiles.
A mean is sensitive to extreme values. A few
extreme values have little or no effect on
the median.
For skewed data median may be
more useful .

.p.r .o.P.QI..t.iQns: Refers to the relative magnitudes of

differences that exist between parts, a part
and a whole, etc. One could use either
percentages or proportion.
_Rall.ge:

Is the difference between the largest ·and the
smallest value
Range =XJi
XL

-

where

XH = the highest value of the observation in
the set, and
XL = the lowest value of the observation in
the set
_S_t.an.dar.d_de.Yi_ati_o.n : The extent to which a singl~
observation varies about the mean is measured
by the standard deviation. This is- the most
popular method of measuring,variability.
=

Here the overall range of v~lues in our data set is
divided into a number of classes, · and the number of
observations that fall under each class or category is
counted. A tally chart is often used to construct the
frequency distribution of any variable under
consideration .
.B is.,tQgrams

A histogram is simply a graphic presentation of a
frequency distribution and is constructed by erecting
rectangles on the class intervals. Along the
horizontal axis we record the values of the variables
within the class intervals. Along the vertical axis we
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have the frequencies.
The height of the rectangles are
equal to or proportional - to the frequencies of each
class. There are as many rectangles as classes. The
following histogram shows the distribution of number of
plots per farmer in one location in Tanzania.
Histograms are useful in indicating the nature of the
underlying frequency distribution.
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Figure 1. Sample farmers (Tandai and Amini):
Distribution of plots per farmer, 1979/80

At times a researcher may be interested in knowing the
number of observations whose values are less than a
given value.
This could be expressed in the form of
cumulative frequency.

An Ogive is a graphic re~res~ntation of a ~umulative
frequency distribution. The horiiontal axis once again
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represents the class boundaries and vertical distance
equal to or proportional to the frequencies of each
class.

charts are useful in presenting multiple measurements.
There are different types of charts, including pie
charts, bar charts, and percentage bar charts.

When data are classified into percentage groups,
they can be effectively represented by pie charts
(also known as sector charts). The diagram is a
circle divided into sector by radii, and each
sector corresponds to a case illustrated.
In a pie chart, normally the largest sector is
placed on the top and the smallest to the bottom.
The sum of all the sectors, i.e., 360 degrees,
should account for 100%. Therefore one percent
would mean 3.6 degrees.
The pie chart below gives the land use patter in
two villages in Morogoro District, Tanzania.

seueuea

Figure 2.
sample farmers' (Tandai and Amini) land
use pattern, Morogoro District, 1979/80

B.a r . . Ch.a r.ts
A' simple bar chart is an easy and effective form
of depicting data.
Each bar represents one
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variable and its height represents its
distribution. Bar charts can also effectively be
used for comparisons.
The following bar charts show the proportion of
farmers growing different crops in two different
locations in Morogoro District, Tanzania.
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Figure 3. proportion of farmers growing different
crops in two locations, Morogoro District, 1979/80

This type of diagram comprises rectangles of
different lengths or heights joined to form a
single bar that i~ either horizontally or

'"
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vertically placed. The sum of all the squares
should account for 100%.
The following percentage bar chart illustrates the
utilization of Leucaena in Arusha region.

Fuel wood
60%

compost
15%

Housing
13%

Fodder
13%

100%
Figure 4.
region.

Utilization of Leucaena in Arusha

When a bar chart is to be used to represent the
_
magni tude of two or more variables the bar may be _,
shaded in different ways.
,.
lto..x....p..1Q.t

Much informtion could be combined in ,what is ' known ,
as a box plot, which is graphic comparison of
different samples of the same population, ' i . .e .. :,
different target groups can take the form of ~ box
plot.
For each sample a narrow rectangular box is drawn .:
starting from the lowest quartile (Q ~ t the
_.
highest quartile (Qh) and the box is divided by .. .~
two by the median Qm. In addition the lowest and
highest · value in' the sample are dotted in and
marked with an X· (see Figure below). ' Th~se dotted
lines are sometimes called 'WHISKERS'.
• X

Highest value in sample

t-----4Q

Medium

: X

Lowest value

m
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The box plot can tell many things simultaneously:
1.

Skewness . of the sample

2.

The range of the value

3.

Can also identify the 'outliers' or extreme
values in the- sample

Box plots can be used both for symmetrical and
skewed data to give a good graphic presentation of
sample data .

.P.r..e.s .e.nt..a .t.i.Q.n... . .a nd... .a n.a l.ysi.l:L.o.f.. _.f.un.c...t.1_0...LL.'i.L__I ..eJ..a.t1.ous.h1P..S
.T.abl.e.s
VerY ' often information can be summarized in tables,
which
are' the most common · format for presenting data.
Quantitative and qualitative results are best displayed in
the form of a table both for convenience and comprehension.
The table should have a suitable and meaningful title, as
the table should be self explanatory.
Depending on the
objective, a table can be ' a general purpose table or a
special purpose table.
A gene.r.al.... purPQ..se_ . ..t.abl..e ·i s
constructed either to present a summary overview ot to
present a large amount of primary data in a convenient form.
,Sp.e..GiaL..P..urp.os.. e... . ..t..ab.l.e.s represent a more advanced stage in
the analysis . They are chosen to illustrate some specific
point or points about the data forming part. of the logical
investigation of the research objectives.
In addition to their purpose, geheral or speci£ic tables can
be classified according to their dimensions.
The dimension
of a table specifies the number of variables according to
which the data in the table are classified.
Thus a one-dimensional or one-way table includes data
classified according to only one variable, while in a two
dimensional or two-way table two variables are used for
classification, and so on.
Relationships between two variables can be given in the form
of cross tabulation, i.e., a table with two variables.
The
following table is meant to illustrate the relationship
between the ' time of planting and oxen ownership in the study
area in Zambia .

,

,
'.
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Table 1 Sample farmers' source of power and time of planting
of maize , Kabwe Rural District, Zambia, 1983
~Q!.U':~~

Hire
oxen
(no. farmers)

Planting date

Qf g,;t:sft

Own
oxen
(no. farmers)

Early

7

12

Late

9

3

Source:

Diagnostic Survey 1983.

A special type of table we often see in diagnostic reports ' .t.
is the crop calendar, which basically illustrates the timing;
of various cultural practices performed at the farm. The ~~
following table is the crop calendar for a group of farmers
in Kilosa District, Tanzania.
crop calendar for maj or crops, sample
Tanzania, 1980
Jan.
Local mal.ze

Feb . Mar. Apr.

t-----+----~.

Ilonga composite
mal.ze

May.

June

families,

July

Kilosa,

Aug. Sept. Oct.

- ----

"

----- .......... .

Sorghum

-----1------1---- ...... .
1----+--1---- ----- -1---- ...... .

Cotton

-----1---- ........... .

Rice
Bean
Sunflower

-t---+---+ ---- ------ - ,- --- ..... .

Key:

Nov. Dec.

Land preparation and planting

---------------

Heeding

...............

Harvesting

.


-
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G..r..aph..s
The relationship between two variables is very often
presented in the form of a graph.
In a graph the horizontal
line is the 'x' axis and the vertical line the 'y' axis;
they are also called 'abscissa' and 'ordinate',
respectively.
Their point of intersection is the zero or
point of origin.
Generally the independent variable is plotted on the 'x'
axis and the dependent variable plotted on the 'y' axis.
This presentation is appropriate when there is continuity in
the data so that points representing paired observations of
the two variables may be connected by a line.

If one wishes to examine the relationship between two
variables, then one could use a scatter diagram.
It is a
graphic device which displays actual relationship between
two variables by spot markings. A scatter diagram is
obtained by plotting the pairs of values of x .and y where y
is measure. along th~ vertical axis and x along the
horizontal axis.
Scatter diagrams ar~appropriate when it
is wished to show the extent of association between two
variables in the data but when no clear continuum exists.
If Y tends to increase as x increases then the correlation
is said to be positive, and if y tends to decrease as x
increases (slope of the line is negative) then the
correlation is 'said to be negative.
If the points lie
clo~er to a curve other than the straight line, then the
correlation is said to be nonlinear; may be positive or
negative.

CQrrelation
The correlation technique is another way of identifying the
relationship between variables. Thus, correlation can be
regarded as a measure of the association between the two
variables, that is to say a correlation is a measure of the
extent to which the variables vary together systematically.
When only two variables are involved, we speak of simple
correlations, whereas if more than two variables are
involved we speak of multiple correlation. The relationship
is estimated by calculating the correlation coefficient.
The correlation coefficient (r) is a measure indicating the
degree of relationship between the two variables. The(r)
value ranges from -1 to +1.
If r = 1 then there is perfect correlation between two
variables.
If r is negative then the relationship is negative.
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If r is positive then the relationship is positive .
If r is 0 then there is no correlation.
In the following diagram, Figure I, plotted points appear to
'cluster' around a straight line and it has a positive or
upward slope. An upward or positive slope means that the
value of b will be a positive quantity and r will also be
positive, indicating a positive linear correlation.
In
Figure 2 the slope of the line is negativ'e, so both the
values of band r will be negative indicating negative
linear correlation.
Figure 3 is presented to indicate what
the scatter diagram is likely to look like when there is no
linear correlation in our da~a.
A positive value means that as one value increases the other
value also increases in the same direction. A negative
value means that as one value increases, the other value
decreases.
The following table shows the numerical value of r and the
subjective evaluation
Numerical value for
r
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.0
0.0

to
to
to
to
to

1.0
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.5

'f

II

Evaluation of the linear
correlation
Perfect
Very high
High
Mod~rate

. Poor
Very poor
None

The above table shows only the positive values of r but the
same evaluation holds for negative values that have the same
numerical values as shown.
Regr.e ..s..s.iQD
Clearly related to correlation is the regression technique.
This procedure is used to make _predictions based on
correlated data.
Using the data set one could estimate an
equation that will explain the relationship and can also be
used for pr~dictive purposes. Here an equation form is
fitted to numerical data to represent the structural
relationship between variables. When we use the line to
estimate the values of Y corresponding to values of X which
were not . in our data set, we refer to it as a regression
line.
The R2 (the coefficient of determination) i.e., the
goodness of fit will indicate the amount of variation of the
dependent variables as explained by the independent variable
(2) in the equation. The least square regre~sion line of Y
on X can be written as:
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Y

where
b

=

=

Y

b

+

(x-x)

b is the regression coefficient and

£(Xi - X)

(Yi - Y)

~Xi - X) 2
once again we talk about simple regression when we deal with
two variables (one dependent and one independent) and
mul tiple regression when we deal · 'w i th more than one
independent · variable.
In the following example it was assumed that the following
factors influenced the gross cash income obtained by the
farmers in Kibaoni village, Morogoro District.
Farm Size (in hal
,.

Labour: available

't·

Age of farmer

X3

Years of formal education

X4

Off-farm income

Xs

Farm operating expenses

X£

We obtained the following equation:
Yk

=

-4341 + 933 Xl, - 27.4 x2 + 46.2 x3
(2.08)

(-1.10)

(1.74)

+521 x4 + 177 x5 + S.19 XG
(2.80)

(0.27)

(2.31)
,

-

'

of farm, formal education, and farm operating expenses
were found to be significant. These six factors also
explained 75% of variation in gross cash income.

Siz~

T.,:kS.TI N.G . ,.Hy'.P'.QTHE.SI.S

X2 - Chi square
x2 distribution could be used to carry out 3 important
tests.
1.

Tests of variance 'variance

~ample

variance and population
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2.

Tests of goodness of fit - observed frequencies and
expected frequencies

3.

Tests of independence of classification

The test most often used in diagnosis is testing of
independence of classification.

Inde.pe ndence... Qf ....c.l .as.E..i fi.c. a ti.Q.o :
Here we are testing the hypothesis about the relations
between two attributes or variables.
We may hav~ N
observations classified according to two criteria and we may
wish to know whether the criteria are related or
independent. Based on the observation one couid formulate
various hypotheses.
For example:
1.

Maize variety grown may be related to the cropping
cycle, wet vs dry.

2.

Maize variety planted may vary with the land type.

3.

Weeding practices may also vary with the variety of .
maize grown.

The apparent relationship that one observes may be real or
due to chance. A common way of testing whether this
apparent relationship is true is by using X2 .
Let us consider an example.
In one study area farmers were
found to grow local maize and hybrid maize. The farmers
used to practice different weeding regimes for these maize
varieties.
The survey results were tabulated as follows:
Maize variety
No. of
weedings
weeding once

Local
(no. of farmers)

Hybrid
(no. of farmers)

20

( 15 )

Weeding twice

3

( 5)

7 ( 5)

10

(R2 )

Weeding thrice

7 ( 10)

13.(10)

20

(R3 )

Sum

30
(C 1)

10

( 15 )

Sum
30 (Rl )

60

30

(C 2)

This type of table is called a contingency table.
table is a 3x2 contingency table, the horizontal ·

(n )
This
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classification containing three categories and the vertical
one two categories. The table has six distinct cells. The
frequencies belonging to each cell are called cell
frequencies. The totals of the cell frequencies for each of
the rows and columns are referred to as the marginal
frequencies.
We wish to use the data set above to test the hypothesis
that the two classifications are independent against the
alternative hypothesis that they are not. In order to do
this we need to compute the expected frequency of each of
these cells.
The six frequencies 20, 10, 3, 7, and 13 of our table are
termed 'observed' frequencies to distinguish them from the
'expected' frequencies. The expected frequency of a cell in
the table is simply the frequency we would have expected to
find if there were in fact no association between the two
variables.

To compute the expected frequency of any cell in the table,'
multiply the value in the 'row totals' column -in -the same
row as the cell, by the value in the 'column totals' row
under the column which corresponds to the cell, and then
divide the product by the total frequency.
.
Eij

=

Ri

n

Cj

=
=

Ri
Cj
Eij

=

Where
Row totals
Column total

Expected frequency of the cell in row i and
j

column

For example the expected
30 x 30

frequenc~

=

of the cell 1

15

60

In table 1 the frequencies given in parenthesis are the
expected frequencies.
Estimation of ?(2

X?

').

:::

.iJ~

'0

( 'j ij -

Eij

Ei:
'j

)
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1.. 2 for each cell- (observed frequency of - Expected frequency)2
the cell

of the cell

(Expected frequency)
for example the

j( 2 for cell

1

(20-15)2
15

=

1. 67

the~2 for each of the cells is given in Table 2.

Chi-square values
No. of weedings

.

-

Maize variety


Local
Weeding once

j

df
Qbj.e .c.t.i.v.e :

1. 67

1. 67

II

twice

0.80

0.80

II

thrice

.0.90

0.90

The degrees freedom
i

. Hybrid

=

=
=

=

df

(i - 1)

(j-l)

number of rows
number of columns
(3-1)

(2-1)

=

2

To test whether this relationship is apparent
or real.

Null hypothesis Ho: the two classifications are independent.
Alternative Hypothesis HA = The two classifications are
related .
Compare the calcula·ted::J.. 2 with the tabular X 2 of the
corresponding degrees of freedom and desired level of
significance (1%, 5%, and 10%) .

.T.e.s.t:

.C:l:it.er..i .a..... ll.s.ed: If the calculated -;:1...2 is greater than the
tabular)C.2 value, then reject the null hypothesis and accept
the al ternati ve hypothesis I i . e. , -·the relationship is real.
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In our example the calculated Jt2
Tabular j..2
(df

=

2)

at 1%
at 5%
10%

..c..Qnc~,u.si,OD

=
=
=

= 6.74

9.21

NS

5.99

*

4.61

*

:

The calculated)(2(6.74) is greater than the appropriate
tabular value (5.99). Therefore we may conclude that at 5%
level there does exist a relationship between maize variety
grown and weeding regime.

1.

Cross tabulation and ~ tests should be used with
discrete rather than continuous variables.

2.

Results of a ye2 only test the probability that a
relationship exists but does not indicate either the
strength or the direction of the relationship.

3.

In order for the ~2 test to be powerful the minimum
number of observa~ion per cell should be 5.

COJ1l.P.ari..s..o.n_..o~-Hean.s ,_for--Zub.p_o..p-:ulat,i,on

(t - t est)

The objective here is to compare the sample means for the
same variable for two different subpopulations. We could
use an example to illustrate this.
In one study researchers want to determine whether farmers
using official credit use the same or a different dose of
nitrogen on their maize compared with farmers who use their
own funds.
Information was collected from both groups.
There were 12 observations from farmers who ' use credit and
10 observations from farmers who use their own funds.
The
mean fertilizer dose for credit users Xl =_92 kg N/ha. The
mean fertilizer dose for non credit users X2 = 76 kg N/ha.
We want to know whether this apparent difference is real or
is only due to chance. A formal test using the , 't'
statistics will enable us to answer the question.
Before we compute the 't' value we should formulate our
hypothesis.
In hypothesis testing we make assumptions about
the population.
These assumptions, which mayor may not be
true, are called statistical hypotheses.
We have to set our
null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis.
Firstwe
formulate the null hypothesis, which is our theory
concerning the amounts of fertilizer used whose validity we
propose to test.
We assume that there is no difference in
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the amount of fertilizer used between the two groups (this
is our null hypothesis and denoted by Ho). Any hypothesis
that differs from a given hypothesis is called an alternate
hypothesis.
In setting the alternate hypothesis

)

VI.
/

)
)
)
)

1

/,1

implies th'at" we are interested
only in extreme values on one
side of the means - use one-sided
test

implies that we are interested in
both sides of the mean - use two
sides te'st.

For our purpose
Ho: Xl - X2

=

0

..

~,~ "
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Estimation of t
(1)

-

-

-

When

X - X
2
1

t

X
1

Sample mean of subpopulation

"

Sd
Sd
Sd

2

= S2

(1
n

"

"

"

Standard deviation of difference between the two means

+ 1 )

n

1

2

2
(n - 1) S 1

Where

+

-. 2

\-."There

S2
1

sample variance of subpopulation

S2')

"

<.

"

"

"

N1

sample size cif subpopulation

N2

sample size of subpopulation

2

Z

Degrees of freedom

df

(N 1 + N2) - 2

In our example

SA

17.8;

S2

(12-1) 17.8

2

+ (10-1) 28.4

28.4

SB

2

537.2

12 + 10 - 2
Credit users

subpopulation

Non

sUbpopulation

"

. 2
.. Sd

537.2

1

("2"

oN 1

2

1

+ 10)

98.5
Sd

9.9

. . . The corresponding t value
t

=

-

-

X - X
1
2
Sd

t

2

92.7 - 76
9.9

1.64

N2
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..c.r-.i.t.e.r.i.a: If the calculated t is greater than tabular t then
reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative
hypothesis.
At 20 df the tabular t values are
1. 325

*

at 5 percent

=
=

1.725

NS

at 1 percent

=

2.528

NS

at 10 percent

At 10% significant level the calculated t
the tabular value .

is greater than

.C.onc.l.llsioD: The subpopulation using credit does apply more N
per ha than self-financ~d farmers at a 10% significant
level.

No..t..e :
1.

A larger difference in sample means leads one to
suspect a significant difference does in fact exist.

2.

The.larger the calculated 't' value, the more likely it
is that the apparent differences between sample means
are real.

3.

We only get positive information from a test when we
are able to reject the null hypothesis. Accepting a
null hypothesis (Ho) is a negative acceptance, which
means that we have simply failed to disprove the null
hypothesis based on the evidence available.
In analysing functional relationships the type of test
that is appropriate depends on the nature of the
variables that are assumed to be related.
Both discrete variables
One discrete, one continuous
Both continuous
One variable related to more
than one other variable

=
=
=
=

chi s'quare
t test
correlation
multiple regression

•

